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ABSTRACT
Some insight into the relationship between language

and thought can be achieved through a comparison between American

Sign Language and English. This paper discusses several studies on

this topic and defines some of the problems. The author feels that

the deaf using American Sign Lanamage cannot be considered

linguistically deficient. P. structural anal-sis of sign language

reveals phonemic, syntactic, and semantic fatures in a rich, complex
structure. The author presents an evaluation of competence in

expressive and receptive English. There is an analysis of American

Sign Language and a discussion on acquisition and the effects of an

early use of sign language. The author summarizes studies comparing

hearing and deaf subjects on nonverbal cognitive tasks and criticizes

a language deficiency experiment. A list of references is included.
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Introduction

Furth (1966) in Thinking without language offered

experimental data and a theoretical interpretation which repre-

sents one pole of the language influences thought--thought

influences language continuum. The other pole of the continuum

is represented by Whorf (1966) who proposed that all higher

levels of thinking are dependent upon language and that the

environment is understood in terms of the structure of the

language employed. Between a Whorfian position and a Furthian

position fall many views which don't pose such an extreme view

point and which consider the role of language through the process

of mediation. The language-thought issue was being debated by

the Cartesians and the romantics in the 17th and 18th centuries;

it has been an issue as long as paople have tried to explain the

way men represent the world around them and their interaction with

that world.

Furth (1966) studied the performance'of deaf children and

adults on various cognitive tasks in an e.ttempt to test the

validity of Piaget's (1968) view that the development of

language is not a necessary precursor of the development of

cognition. Furth bases his approach on the principle of the

deficiency experiment. In this approach, some variable (e.g.,

language) is hypothesized to account for the ability of subjects

to perform some task (e.g., conservation of weight). If

subjects (e.g., deaf controls) can be proven to be deficient

with regard to the variable in question (e.g., language) and at

the same time can be shown to perform as well as subjects not
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deficient with regard to this variable (e.g., hearing subjects),

then one can reasonably conclude that the variable in question

is not crucial for performance of the task. In addition, Furth

notes that inability of the deaf controls to perform the task

does not provide conclusive proof that the variable in question

is related to task performance, since other uncontrolled factors

(e.g., general experiential deficiencies) may be influencing the

results. Furth (1964, 1970, 1971) has provided extensive reviews

of studies comparing hearing and deaf subjects and concludes that

the thanking processes of the deaf are very similar to those of

hearing subjects and for this reason such processes cannot be

explained in terms of language skills.

.The use of a deprivation or deficiency paradigm has been

accepted in this paper, as a legitimate means of ascertaining

the relative influences of language and thought. The main issue

is the appropriate choice of control subjects; i.e., do the deaf

satisfy the criteria (whatever they may be) for linguistic

deficiency? This paper will evaluate only whether Furth has

chosen a control group which can be said to be reliably deficient

in the variable in question, that of language. Language is used

-,c) mean the anner in which people of a society communicate

information necessary for their day-to-day activities; language

is also used to refer to a means of communication which is

systematic in terms of the utterances generated and in terms of

the rules which can be said to describe its production. The

author prefers Bart tt's (1932) definition of cognition or

thought; "the capacity to turn round upon its own 'schemata'

and to oonstruct them afresh" (p. 206). However, in this
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paper, cognition or thought will be defined in terms of the

various tasks used by Furth and other researchers to measure

cognitive fUnctioning.

Although Furth provides a convincing case for the fact

that the deaf are linguistically deficient with regard to their

use of English, he does not adequately consider the possible role

of sign language proficieney in their performance* Therefore

any attempt at evaluating Furth's use of a deficiency experiment

approach must include an analysis of American Sign Language and

whether it can be considered a language; i.e., does it have as

rich and complex a structure as does English and does it appear

to be rule-bound in its generation? It will be this author's

contention that sign language must be considered a language when

one is evaluating the relative influences of language and thought.

Therefore, the deaf adolescent and adult do not provide an

adequate control group for the deficiency paradigm. The situation

with the young deaf child (at an age comparable to that at which

a hearing child has developed language) is equivocal.

Given that a judgment is made concerning the structural

complexity of sign language, the problem then becomes one of

determining the influence of this structure on the cognitive

functioning of the deaf. Although data will be presented on the

effects of early oral versus early manual training on later

communicative and educational skills, and although studies will

be proposed in which the effects of sign language on cognitive

functioning might be tested, a thorough investigation of the

effect of either English or sign language on cognitive functioning

cannot be attempted in this paper.
46
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The purpose of the paper, then, is to first review the

data on the deaf's expressive and receptive abilities in English.

After concluding that the leaf are deficient in English language

skills, an attempt will be made to substantiate the view that

American Sign Language is a structurally complex language,

followed by a re vi ew of the few studies whi ci have c ompared the

effects of early manual and early oral language training methods.

Furth''s findings on comparisons of hearing and deaf subjects will

be briefly summarized along with some data which presents problems

for his interpretation. It will be concluded that given Furth's

very restricted criterion of linguistic deficiency, reading

ability in the English language, deaf persons are appropriately

used in the deficiency experiment to investigate langaage and

thought questions. However, it is the main, thesis of this paper

that the criteria for linguistic deficiency must be inclusive

enough to accept ability to sign American Sign Language as

evidence of language proficiency. Given such expanded criteria,

and considering the data presented in this paper, deaf adults,

at least, can not be considered appropriate controls in a

deprivation experiment paradigm,'

Use of Deaf Subjects in
the Deficiency Experiment

The Nature of Deafness

Definitions--The term deaf refers to those people with non-

functional hearing for everyday situations while the term hard-

of-hearing refers to individuals who can understand spoken

language with a.hearing aid but evidence some hearing loss.

There is a growing tendency eliminate the term deaf and
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replace it with the term hearing impaired since there are few

instances of total hearing loss or deafness (Hardy, 1967). The

onset of deafness is a crucial variable for the use of hearing

impaired subjects in research conducted by Furth and others.

The terms congenital (deafness present at birth) and adventitious

(deafnes acquired later in life due to illness or accident) do

not clarify the situation since the crucial factor is onset of

deafness prior to the acquisition of language. Knowing the onset

of deafness is of importance in predicting the relative effective-

ness of the two basic teaching methods, oral and manual, and

consequentlyi success in mastering written and spoken English.

A minimum requirement in a deficiency experiment is subjects

who have became deaf prior to the acquisition of language.

DiCarlo (1964) indicated that an individual with a hearing 1o22

of 80 db or more in the speech range before language is acquired

can be reliably diagnosed as deaf. Meadow (1967) estimated that

of the total population of the U.S., 160,000 evidenced early

total deafness and that the percentage of children deafened

after age three (would have acquired some language) had decreased

from 38% in 1910 to 29/0 in 1929 to 5% in 1967. Illnesses used

to be the major causes of deafness, but advances in medical

research have practically eliminated the chances of adventitious

deafness.

No single factor can be designated as the cause of

deafness. The following etiologic factors are involved .in

various cases: genetic determinants; prenatal viral infections

such as maternal infection with rubella during the early stages

of pregnancy; postnatal factors such as middle ear and upper
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respiratory infections (Hardy, 1967). Northern, Teter, and Krug

(1971) with a sample of 152 deaf adults reported that the

etiology of deafness for 61.3% involved unknown or congenital

factors. DiCarlo (1964) noted that more and more deaf children

dea9-

are multiply handicapped (e.g., theAcerebral-palsy-child),

another factor which has implications for research with the hear-

ing impaired.

Educational Practices--Four types of schools exist for the deaf:

state residential schools; public day schools (availab,le only

through the 6th grade); public day classes in regular public

schools; private schools. In general, the day schools have

emphasized the oral approach which combines instruction in lip-

reading and in the reading and writing of orthographic forms

of Elglish from the time the child enters school; the pure oral

approach begins with lipreading and progresses from sound

ele)Lents and combinations to phonetik: spelling of words to

isigular spelling of words, and finally to reading and writing.

For the most part, the manual method (use of American Sign

Language to be decribed in greater detail in a later section)

is not used as a teaching technique (Kohl, 1966). Meadow (1967)

notes that children whose parents favor the teaching of sign

language (usually deaf themselves) mill be.more likely to attend

residential schools where signing seems to be slightly more

accepted (if not among the administrators and teachers, definitely

among the children outside of class). Two other methods of

instruction can be found in schools for the daaf. The "natural

language" approach developed by Groht (1958) involved an activity

oriented program where children learned language contingent upon
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what activity they were involved in at the e. Kohl (1966)

attributed this approach to the influence of L wey on education

during the time Groht operated her program (192 "1958) The

Rochester method combines the oral method with 1 ie use of the

manual alphabet in a consistent use of English; signs are tatally

eliminated from this approach. Nineteen hand cc Ifigurations

plus three attitude changes of these Configurati >ns and two

configurations with movement represent the 26 le ,

English alphabet or the manual alphabet. In fin

words are literally spelled-out (e.g., k, a, 9_,

sign language, the referents of words are repres

single sign (e.g., touching the forehead with II

slightly bent hand is the sign for know--Stokoe,

spelling provides a bridge between American Sign

English.
The oral versus manual approach controver y began in the

late 1800ls when the oral method succeeded the m nual approach

which had predominated during most of the 19th c atury in this

country. At the time of the change-over in appri aches, a

ters of the
;erspelling,
,) whereas in
ated by a
gers of a
1960). Finger-

Language and

large percentage of children as noted above had ost their
hearing after, acquiring language and instituting oral methods

to preserve any residual speech made sense. How

when the incidence of adventitious deafness has

eliminated, basing the entire teaching approach 1

as do the 4 approachet: (pure oral, oral, natural

Rochester) described above has only resulted in

of deaf children not mastering Eaglish at any le

documented below. Two other reasons have been g;

emphasizing an oral teaching approach with deaf (
10

.ver, today
een just about

pon lipreading
language 3

he great majority
1 as will be

yen for
hildren.
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One is the fact that the deaf live in a hearing world and that

they must acquire a written and oral competency in: English in

order to survive in our society. Along with this argument is

the assertion that if a child is taught signs he will not be

motivated to learn English and will be therefore at a disadvantage

in a hearing society. A second reason for the emphasis on an oral

approach is the implicit assumption that thinking takes .place in

language form and that the deaf will not be able to function

cognitively unless they are taught English (or some language).

This paper will present data which contradict these assumptions

and which show why increasing numbers of teachers of the deaf

and researchers in the field (Vernon, 1969; Furth, 1966;

Stokoe, 1960 to name a few) are presenting the case for .the use

of sign language in the teaching of the deaf.

Evaluation of Competence in English

Given that the aim of educators of the deaf in this

country has been to teach language (i.e., English) to the deaf

wich special emphasis on speech and lipreading, it is appropriate

to examine their success; i.e., what are the expressive and

receptive abilities of the hearing impaired, with regard to

English? We will see in the following section that very few

of the deaf abe able to speak Erglish. Because they can not

speak intelligibly, deaf adults communicate with the hearing

world through writing. Written notes are used by even those

proficient in speech and speech reading in public places, expeci-

ally when time is an important factor (e.g., standing in line at

a drive-in). However studies to be reported indicate that the

deaf flinction well below the hearing in terms of writing skill.
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Speech-reading skills are not adequate enough to allow a deaf

person to be able to understand the s peech of hearing persons.

In addition, speaking and speechreading skills are not sufficient

to allow this form of conimuni cation to prevail among the deaf

themselves; the great majority of deaf adults communicate with

each other via the language of signs which will be described in

a suk)equent section. Finally, it will be seen that the deaf are

deficient :1.n another English receptive skill, that of reading.

Before reviewing separately the data for speech, writing,

speechreading, and reading skills of the deaf, a study by Goda

(1959) will be presented as a summary of all four areas.

TABLE I

Mean language measures by age groups: 12, 13, 14, and 16 to 18

years, with Nx of 10, 13, 17, and 16, and mean IQ's of 96.5,

96.3, 91.4, and 103.1, respectively.

Language Measures

Length of Written Composition
in words

Development of Written Sentence
(maximum score, 11)

Length of Written Sentence in
Words

Length of Spoken Composition
in Words

Development of Spoken Sentence
(maximum score, 11)

Length of Spoken Sentence in
Words 6.0 6.2 5.5 6.8

Lipreading (maximum score 90) 37.1 37.5 28.2

Reading Grade Level 3.1 2.7 2.6 "4.82

Age
12 13 14 16-18

195.6 193.1 182.8 198.1

4.5 4.1 3.5 5.1

7.9 7.6 6.7 8.7

101.0 99.0 83.5 108.2

4.7 4.2 3.5 4.7

.11.

1111111

Goda 1959, ID. 371)
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A correational analysis led the authors to conclude that deaf

children who show proficiency in one language skill will do

well in other types of language skills and those deaf children

who have difficulty with one language skill will tend to have

difficulty with other language skills. Development of the

spoken sentence and total amount of speaking had significant

negative correlations with age. This effect was explained by

the authors as possibly due. to the de-emphasizing of oral

language after age 12 in the sampled school (and in many other

schools for the deaf); possibly the deaf child at age 12 has

reached a plateau with regard to the use of oral speech.

Expressive, SpeechColeman (unpublished paper, 1.968) reviewed

studies of deaf speech and noted the following problems for the

understanding of their speech by hearing persons: "slow and

labored speech accompanied by high chest pressure and uttered

with an excess amount of breath; prolonged vowels with consequent

distortion; abnormalities of rhythm; excessive nasality of

vowels and consonants; improper function of consonants with the

consequent addition of extra syllables at points between

abutting consonants" (p. 4). She noted the importance of rhythm

for speech intelligibility; a sentence spoken with incorrect

rhythm will be understood only one quarter as often as a sentence

spoken with correct rhythm. The hearing impaired tended to

break sentences into shorter breath groups, to either misplace

or add accents on syllables, and to incorrectly add or omit

syllables; all of these factors affect the rhythm of the sentence.

Consonants which are of More importance in understanding speech

than vowels were malarticulated more often (almost twice as
1 3
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often in one study reviewed by Coleman). Pitch and intonation

patterns are different for hearing and deaf speech.

In addition, Coleman noted that the intelligibility of
deaf speech decreases with age, usually due to the fact that

increasingly more complex vocabulary and sentence structure are

expected from older children with less tolerance for errors.; the

increased vocabulary and sentence structure involves more complex

arti culation requirements . _Furthermore as the children ge t

older, the emphasis is increasingly shifted to more complex

content (e.g., school subjects) instead of just speech articu-

lation. Intelligible speech is more likely to be manifested if

the deafness is acquired later in life so that experience with

speech and how it s ounds (including the suprasegmental or

prosodic cues just .mentioned) has b een a cquired. Func tional

speech is also more likely if the hearing impairment is not severe

so that some residual hearing remains which can then be

amplified and .rained.
No estimate was found by this author with regard to the

percentage of hearing impaired who develop intelligible and

functional spee1/4th. Many writers in the field note the total

failure of attempts to teach the deaf:to talk and mention is

usually made of the fact that only the most exceptional deaf

person learns to s peak intelligibly. It doesn't appear that

any large scale study has been conducted to answer this question.

However, several studies deal with this question on a more

limite d ba sis . Harvey, Gochour, and Minkin ( unpublished

paper, 1971) conducted a study for the Northwest Regional

Rehabilitation Program for Adult Deaf at the Seattle Hearing

and Speech Center and found that 22 of the 55 (ieot 14.0%)

14
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individuals for whom scores were available had generally

intelligible speech. Since this evaluation was made by personnel

at the Center who are trained in working with the deaf, the

number placed in the highest category of speech intelligibility

is probably inflated; i.e., untrained hearing persons probably

would experience difficulty understanding many of the subjects

placed in this category. In addition, the Seattle Hearing and

Speech Center study found that 17 out of 21 subjects judged to

have the most intelligible speech also had the highest level

of auditory discrimination (i.e., could identify words presented

auditorily on a standard test put out by the Central Institute

for the Deaf). Rainer, Altshuler, and Kallmann (1969) reported

that only 24! of 167 deaf persons participating in an outpatient

mental health clinic had speech which was considered adequate

enough for speech-alone interviewing. The other 76% could be

counseled only by staff members who had a thorough knowledge of

sign language.
Northern et al. (1971) looked at the amount of confidence

deaf adults had in their ability to speak and be understood.

Fifty-seven per cent of their sample felt that strangers could

get "some" of what they said, while only 12% felt that strangers

could understand most of what they said; 35% said they thought

that strangers could understand all of what they said. This

lack of confidence in speech ability leads most deaf to written

forms of communication with the hearing world; Watson

(unpublished paper, 1968) and Northern et al. reported that 60%

of their subjects would need to rely on manual or written

forms of communication. Studies reported by Northern et al. and
5
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Rainer et al. (1969) indicate that among themselves deaf

persons communicate mainly with signs or a combination of signs

and speech
In summary, if one considers the information from studies

such as those reviewed by Coleman, it becomes clear that if the

hearing impaired manifest the number and type of errors reported,

their speech for the most part is unintelligible to most hearing

speakers who use all of these cues (e.g., pitch, intonation,

rhythm) in understanding speech. Workers in this field who

have an understanding of the speech errors made by the deaf can

compensate for this and look for these errors in listening to

the deaf talk. However, it seems safe to conclude that the

untrained hearing person would have great diffidulty in under-

standing a deaf person's speech. The fact that the deaf usually

communicate with hearing persons via the medium of writing brings

up the question of how skilled the deaf are in a second expressive

index of English language ability, that of writing.

Expressive, Writing--Myklebust (1960) found the following

discrepancies between the writing ability of hearing and deaf

children. (7,9,11,13, and 15 years old) who were asked to

write a story about a picture. Length of sentence for the deaf

at age 15 was comparable to that of the hearing at age 7.

Fifteen year old deaf children performed similarly to seven

year old hearing children in terms of a general syntax score

which considered errors in parts of speech, substitutions

(A_122Laul_nlazuls), omissions (A boy playing), additions (A

word order (A bov playing is), and punctuation.

Deaf children, especially the younger ones, made use of a
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"carrier phrase" (i.e., a series of sentences in which only the

noun is varied such as I see bca, I see dog, I see baby) to a

much greater extent than did hearing children. In addition,

°the deaf made more omission exTors than did the hearing and

tended to omit essential words (e.g., 4 boy21.a iay_J._1G) . Deaf

children used many more nouns and fewer verbs at each age level,

especially at age seven; their use of pronouns, adjectives,

prepositions, and conjunctions was considerably delayed and

consistently less frequent than that of the hearing children.

Myklebust concluded that the verbal behavior of the deaf is more

concrete than that of the hearing because the deaf use "much

more language of the* 'naming level' type" (p. 309). However,

he noted that the ability to_ use abstract thought was non

synonymous with verbal facility since the .deaf were much more

similar to the nearing on a. measure of the extent to which.

abstraction was used.in the stories than they were on the

straight language measures,,
Cooper (1965) looked at the development of morphological

patterns in hearing (7.4 to 13.6 years of age) and deaf (7.2

to 19.9 years of age) children. The Brown (1957) and Berko

(1958) techniques were used to measure inflectional (e.g., the

-s in farmers) and derivational (e.g., the -er in farmers)

suffix development. Although receptive and productive scores

increased with age for both groups, the average performance of

the deaf was below that of the hearing; the total morphology

score of the 19 year old deaf group did not equal that of the

10 year old hearing subjects. Inflectional scores were superior

to derivational scores for both hearing and deaf subjects.

1-7
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Both groups of subjects performed better on receptive measures

than on productive measures. Deaf subjects performed similarly

to hearing subjects when both groups were matched for reading

achievement. Cooper concluded that the hearing impaired do

learn certain English morphological patterns but that the

development is slower and at a lower level in the groups of

deaf subje cts
Cohen (1965) studied the predictability of story

paraphrases written by hearing and deaf children. Children

were asked to read a story and rewrite it in their own words;

words were deleted from both the hearing and deaf paraphrases

and from the original passage. The children were asked in a

second session to restore* the deleted word in the various

mutilated passages. Cohen believed that the deaf might have a

different structural organization of the English language which

would result in their messages having less predictability for

the hearing subjects and vice versa because the groups do not

share a common set of verbal habits; deaf paraphrases might be

more predictable to the deaf because they share a common set of

rules. The results showed that hearing subjects were much more

likely to misunderstand deaf paraphrases (i.e.s could not

restore the correct word as often) than they were to misunder

stand the messages in their own paraphrases or the original

passages. The deaf were equally likely to misunderstand hearing

and deaf paraphrases. Cohen concluded that "the deaf group had

not learned either to recognize or produce the typical sequential

dependencies of English as well as the hearing group had learned

to do so, and that this poorer learning interfered with the

correct prediction of deaf communications by hearing subjects

18
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and with the predictuion of hearing messages by deaf subjects"

(p. 35). This study shows the possibilities for misunderstand-

ing that could occur when deaf persons write messages to hearing

persons especially when they tend to omit many words which a

hearing person would not omit.

It seems safe to conclude from this review of expressive

capabilities in English that the deaf for the most part are

unable to produce English via speech or writing on a level which

indicates an understanding of the basic structure of the English

language or on a level which allows for consistently correct

reception on the part of hearing persons. Therefore if the

criterion for deficiency involves facility in the English

language then, in terms of expressive capabilities, the deaf

evidence if not a total deficiency a functional deficiency which

would be appropriate for inclusion in a deficiency experiment.

We will now consider evidence regarding the deaf's receptive

abilities in English.

Receptive, Speech--The deaf must receive speech in the two

modalities of vision and touch but most training is through

vision alone (i.e., speechreading or lipreading. Kohl (1966)

noted that there are cer-6ain phonemic contrasts in English

which cannot be distinguished on the lips of speakers; e.g.,

cart and yarn appear very similar and a word like hit which is

formed at the back of the mouth cannot be lipread.

A study by Woodward and Barber (1960) gave further

evidence for the view that speech perception for the deaf

involves more than making visual judgments about articulatory

movements. Subjects were presented pairs of syllables (e.g..,

pa-ka or pa-pa) and were asked to classify these pairs as
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different or alike. On the basis of these responses, the

authors proposed "(a) a rank order of visual perceptibility of

consonant phonations, and from this, (b) a hierarchy of visual

contrastiveness among the phonetic differences which are assumed

to be crucial in the aural perception of speech" (p. 213).

Woodward and Barber found only four visually-contrastive units

out of the 24 initial consonants tested. Of the four units, only

three .(which involved labial and labialized consonants) had a

high visibility value; Unit 1 (p b rn); Unit 2 (W w r); Unit 3

(f v). The authors stated, "Of those phonetic dimensions which

define the significant articulatory differences in English

speech, almost all--including articulation type, resonance type,

voice , affrication palataliz ation and all areas of arti culiation

except labialare virtually neutralized as factors of difference

in visual perception" (p. 219). In addition, they noted that if

lipreaders were to discriminate among the types of phonemes in

Unit 4. (e.g., t, d, n, 1, etc.alveolar, dental, alveo-palatal,

velar, and glottal phonemes), "it must be on the b,L.Asis of

phonetic, :Lexical, or grammatical redundancy, since the

articulatory di fferences among them are not raadily available

to visual observation" (p. 219). The subjects used by Woodward

and Barber were normal hearing speakers of English because

the purpose of the study was "to discover t:ae linguistically-

determined units of visual speech perception" and the hearing

impaired would "to some degree lack the sensory experiences of

hearing-speaking exchange" (p. 218). Hearing impaired subjects

trained in lipreading w ould have done better than the hearing

subjects used in this s tidy but the data still give a pretty

good picture of the problems involved in the visual percepticn

of speech .
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Fifty-seven per cent of the Northern et al. (1971) deaf

adult sample indi cated that they could only understand "some of

what was said" via speechreading while 12% reported that they

could not understand anything through speechreading; 29% said

that they could understand "most of what was said." Therefore,

this study showed that over two thirds of the sample could under-

stand very little of the incoming message through the medium of

speechreading.
In order to receive the message being spoken, a hearing

impaired person must fill in the blanks that cannot be perceived

by observing the speaker talk. The ability to fill in the
blanks is a fkInction of the hearing impaired person's knowledge

of the lexica/ and structural properties..of English. The data

presented above on expressive capabilities of the deaf with

regard to English show that the deaf do not have an adequate

grasp of the structure of the English language; Cohen's (1965)

data showing that deaf subjects failed to utilize the typical

sequential depz.ndencies u6ed by hearing subjects are particularly

relevant to the problems of lipreading. Therefore, teaching

lipreading skills which depend upon knowledge of the structure

of the language but which are supposed to piiovide the knowledge

of that language only results in a vicious circle for the

hearing impaired.

Receptive, ReadingFurth (1966) based his contention that the

deaf are linguistically deficient on the special deaf noi-ms for

the Metropolitan Achievement Tests Elementary Battery published

by Wrightstone, Aronow, and Moskowitz (1963). Furth presented

the following table which compared the deaf norms with norms for

a national hearing sample.
21
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TABLE U

Silen'; Reading Achievement of Deaf Pupil'
Compared to Grade Equivalent of Hearing No'ms

hean Raw hean Percentage

Score and Grade Scoring at Grade

Age N Stand. Dev. 1.quiva1ent 4.9 or Above

10i-lli 654

111-12i 849

12i-13i 797

13i-14i 814

14i-15i 1035

15i-16i 1C75

iNIFEE-(196b, p. 14)

Furth pointed out that reading test3 below grlde 4 do not, require

a knowledge of linguistic ordering or stamuctare and that the

inference of linguistic competenc would 'equire a reading level

of at least grade 4. The fact that on'y 12% of the deaf scored

at grade 4.9 or above supports tb' previous contention that

12.6 (8.1) 2.7 1%

14.9 (8.5) 2.8 2%

17.6 (9.1) 3.1 6/0

18.7 (9.3) 3.3 770

20.8 (9.3) 3.6 10%

21.6 (9.5) 3.5 12%

..MINIMMMM

UCayi uy ilaVC aLl understanding of English language

structure. Furth noted the fact that the deaf children did not

advance a full grade level in reading ability between the ages

of 10 and 16. The deaf adolescent atay know quite a few English

words but he cannot comprehend or produce combinations of these

words.which approximate the struc6ura1 complexity involved in

fourth grade reading ability. In addition, Furth argued that

the reading deficiency noted above is not comparable to reading

problems evidenced by hearing children, the hearing child can

speak and understand English even though he may be a poor reader.

The deaf, on the other hand, do not show a mastery of English on

any level.
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Pinter and paterson (1917) ad one of :;he earliest studies

of the language ability of deaf children. Using the Trabue

Language Scale which involved filling in the correct word in a
blank space in a r;eritence (e.g., _sits; A boy

Mary Edith) with 570 deaf students in two schools for the

deaf, they reported that after 13 years of work the grade ability

of the deaf was only 4.25. Moo:ces (1970) felt that judging

the deaf's proficiency in the English language via reading

achievement scores provided an inflated estimate of language

ability since multiple choice responses are involved. Therefore,

he used a technique similar to that used by Pinter and Paterson

in which passages chosen from a fourth, sixth, and eighth grade

reading texts had every fifth word deleted. This technique,

known as a "cloze" procedure (and similar to that used by Cohen,

1965) tests the ability of the subject to use semantic and

grammatical context's as the basis for predicting the deleted

words. Hearing subjects (average age of 9-10 and mean reading

achievement at grade 4.8) were better than deaf subjects

(average age of 16.9 and mean reading achievement at grade 4.8)

vet preatc.ting.dAlei.ed material and showed a higher level of both

grammatical and vocabulary functioning.
Furth (1966) has claimed that deaf children and adults

are linguistically deficient. The studies presented on speech,

writing, speechreading, and reading skills of deaf children and

adolescents overwhelmingly support Furth's contention that

deaf are unable to produce and comprehend the English language

on any kind of functional level. What has not been proved by

this -research is the cont'ention that the deaf are linguistically

23
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deficient, i.e., that the deaf do not have language. Since most

deaf persons communicate among themselves via the language of

signs as soon as they have any interaction with other deaf people,

befbre one can accept the linguistically deficient label, one

must prove that American Sign Language is not a language. The

next section of this paper will be addressed to this question and

an attempt will be made to support the view that sign language

has phonological, syntactic, and semantic complexity and is just

as much a language as is English.

Analysis of American Sign Langlamt

History--There are only a few isolated instances prior to the

middle of the eighteenth century of individuals teaching deaf

persons to communicate via the language of their culture.

Pedro Ponce DeLeon, a Spanish monk, taught the children of

several noble families in Spain to read, write, and speak

during the sixteenth century. The impetus for his work with

these children grew out of the desire of the families to enable

their children to inherit family estates. There is no record

of the methods used by Ponce DeLeon to teach these children.

In 1620, Juan Martin Pablo Bonet published the first book on

the education of the deaf in which he proposed the use of a one-

handed manual alphabet as an initial step in educating the deaf

child. The alphabet developed by Bonet is bazically the same

manual alphabet used by the American deaf today.

However, the most important figure in the history of

sign language was a French priest, LIAbbe de L'Epee, who in 1750

attempted to teach 2 deaf-mute sisters. This led to his opening

the first public school for the deaf in Paris in 1755 and the

94
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publication of his teaching method in 1776. He was concerned

with educating his pupils first and only later teaching them the

French language. lit Epee utili zed the language of the deaf which

he called the "natural language of signs." Stokoe (1960)

discussed the use of the word, natural, and pointed out that

there are relatively few signs where the pantomine and the

action being conveyed are identical (e.g., eating). Instead,

many signs which developed did so in terms of some "specific
/- /

set of circumstances in that culture" (p. 11). LtEpee used a

meta-language or his signes methodiques for teaching the

complexities of French grammar. He utilized any signs which

existed and built upon them to indicate greater complexity.

For example, the deaf indicated past action by throwing their

hand back over their shoulder once or several times. LtEpe

used once over the shoulder to represent the simple past, twice

over the shoulder to re?resent the perfect and three times, the

pluperfect. There were no signs for articles so LtEpee used a

crooked index finger at the brow to represent le and a crooked

index finger at the cheek for la. The crooked finger was to

remind his pupils that in using an article, they were choosing

one of the possible instances of the noun. Touching the brow

for le represented a man tipping his hat while touching the

cheek referred to the very noticeable termination of women's

hairstyles of that day. The signs for male and female in
/ /

American Sign Language are basically the signs for LIEpeets le awe

and la. Students who had completed his course could translate

from any one of the languages (i.e., natural or methodical signs

or French) into another. Other methods of educating the deaf
75
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were being developed in France, Germany, and England but were

basically oral in approach. The methods used in these various

approaches were closely guarded secrets and only periodically

did teacha rs demonstrate the results of their particular method.

LIEpee was succeeded by one of his students, Abbe Sicard,

who in turn produced two students who contributed a great deal
/

to deaf education. Sicard continued L'Epeets work with manual

communication and much of the sign language used today in the

United States has its origin in Sicardts work.

American exposure to the methods of L'Epee and Sicard

came through Thomas Hopkins Gallaudetts visit in 181.5.

Gallaudet was sent by a group of Hartford,. Connecticut citizens

(one of whom was the. father of a deaf girl Gallaudet had tried

to teach) who wanted information on the various European methods

of educating the deaf. Gallaudet went .first to London where 14e

was refused permission to study the technique used in the London

Asylum. However, while he was in London, he met Sicard and

his most famous pupils, Massieu and Clerc. Gallaudet returned

to Paris with Sicard and studied the methods of the Paris

school. He returned to the U.S. with Clerc and opened the

American School for the deaf in 1817. Clerc was, the first deaf

teacher of the deaf in America and the French Method of manual

communication was the first approach used in instructing the

deaf in this country. The Clarke School for the Deaf established

in 1867 used the oral method of the German school and most sChools

after this time gradually incorporated the oral method. However,

the state schools which had already been established throughout

the country retained the manual method at least in the later

years for children not benefiting from the oral method. Even
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though the manual method was retained in many state residential

schools, it lost the status and respect bestowed upon it by

LEpee and Sicard.

There is not just a single variety of sign language but

a whole continuum ranging from the sign language used by the

deaf with little knowledge of English through signing which

incorporates many grammatical features of English to uigned

English which makes use of a large amount of fingerspelling to

compensate for the many lexical and syntactical differences in

t-ho two 1 Angunp.p s StnkcIP ( 1970b) applied Ferguson ' s (1959)

idea of "diglossia" (a situation where "two or.more vardeties

of the same language are used by some speakers under different

conditions"--p. 325). to the situation faced by the deaf .in this

country. Ferguson's "superposed" or "high" variety would be

English which is signed and fingel' pelled while the "low" or

oonversational variety is that which most deaf use among them-

selves. As Ferguson found when studying several languages

(e.g., Arabic)) people will generally deny useage of the "low"

form and indicate their use of the "high" variety of the

language. However, observation of individuals in informal

situations indicated that under these conditions, the "low" form

was usually employed. Stokoe reported finding signers who used

only the "high" form and said they did not know the "low" form

but under questioning indicated that they "might sign a little

differently" (p. 4) to family than to people at college.. These

sane signers when not discussing sign language with. Stokoe were

seen :igning in a fashion which more closely approximated the

"low" rather than the "high" version of signing.
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Croneberg (Stokoe et al., 1965) has been especially

interested in instances of sociolinguistic variation in American

Sign Language. In such variation, "the speech of certain sub-

groups of the users of a language shows variation from a given

or analytically derived norm in pronounciation, vocabulary, and

syntax--but the variation does not preclude mutual intelligibility;

even if some difficulties may arise" (p. 313).Croneberg dis-

covered evidence of both horizontal (geographically based--

usually calledlialect variation) and vertical (socially based)

sociolinguistic variation. He noted the importance of amount

of contact involved among signers; i.e., the less the contact,

the more the dialect variation. State boundaries often mark

dialect boundaries. The presence of a school for the deaf is

very important in the spreading of the dialect throughout an

area; the young can learn the particular variety of American Sign

Language for that locale plus invent new signs salient for their

generation.

The "high" version or signed English and basic sign

language differ in terms of a number of syntactic features;

especially noticeable are the reducer: or alL^st absent Inflectional

system and the different word order of sign language. For

example, number is not indicated in sign language.and the receiver

must use the context of the signing for total meaning. A person

using signed English can fingerspell an -s or es or can repeat

the movement aspect of the sign to indicate plural. Sign

language verbs are also uninflected. Again the time aspect is

discovered through context or through the use of a sign such

as yesterday or tommorrow; there is also a general sign for

28
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past which involves throwing the hand back over the s houlder

or forward from the shoulder if Thture is intended but most.

signers leave the tense to be picked up from the context. The

fact that sign language does not inflect for number agreement

and for tenses is used as an argument that the language lacks

complexity. However, Chinese, considered a language by most,

does not inflect for number, tense, case, or person and context

is used effectively as in sign language (Jespersen, 1964; Chao,

1964). Facial and body expression are used to a much greater

extent in sign language than in spoken English; such expressions

take the place of the prosodic or suprasegthental features of

English (pitch, intonation, etc.) and serve: a syntactic function

(e.g., a head dip indicates first person singular and certain

eyebrow movements indicate that a question is being asked). G

General concepts are communicated without the diversity allowed

in English; e.g., Fant (1964) noted that a deaf person will

sign tired to convey that general feeling and is not concerned

about distinguishing between fatigued and.exhaustedoften

facial exprcssions or the intensiveness with which the sign is

made convey as many intricacies of meaning as do the many words

in English.

Stokoets AnalysisStokoe (1960) was one of the first people to

study sign language on a linguistic basis. He used the following

definition of language based on one:given by Trager: "it is the
cultural system which employs certain of Ithe visible actions of

the face id handa combines them into recurrent sequences, and

arranges these sequences into systematic distribution in relation

to each other and in reference to other cultural systems" (p. 30).
29
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Stokoe's observations have been the most extensive in

the area of comparing phonological behaviors of spoken and

signed languages. The terms chereme and allocher correspond

to phoneme and allophone. Signs and words can be considered

equivalent although most people who study sign language warn

against trying to find strict sign-word equivalents. Most

sign language manuals advocate thinking in terms of the referent

of the sign and not trying to match up an English word. Stokoe

used the term cherology to stand for phonology. The deaf

person is presented with two types of morphemes, the finger-

spelled English word and the sign which is the basic unit of

sign language. Stokoe s description i s based on the sign as

morpheme. The sign is made up of three aspects which are

comparable to the vowel and consonant sounds in English. The

word tab refers to a part of the signer's body in terms of

position in space or in terms of the configuration of the non-

moving Aand; e.g., a fist configuration made at the chin means

ice cream, at the forehead means Sweden, and at the chest means

sorry. The word dez refers to the configuration of the hand

which makes a motion in a tab. Sig refers to the movement or

change in configuration of the de z in some designated tab. The

meaning of this smallest unit, the sign, come's from the combina-

tion of all three aspects. The sign is not sequentially

produced like the English word but is simultaneously produced.

It is possible to distinguish allochers or markers of the

aspects dez, Liz, and tab which are not contrasted by signers.

For example, one chereme involved with position is mid-face.

Whether the signer touches the nose or a section closer to the

eyes is dependent upon the dez and the jig involved. If the
30
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forefinger of the dez hand is moving out from the face, the tab

is more likely to be seen as the eyes (the siul for see). The

nsse and eyes are considered allochers of the tab mid-face.

Stokoe described allochers for both dez cheremes and sig cheremes.

In terms of what Stokoe called morphocheremics, we find

that the way in which the aspects of signs combine is ordered;

i.e., not all combinations of tab, dei, and sig are lawful.
A signer can use any dez with the single movements of circle,

approach, touch, and graze with body tabs (certain combinations

of movements ara ilso allowed with body tabs). Another interest-

ing patterning of cheremes involves using the configuration of

the first letter of a word for the sign itself. Some of these

signs use a zero tab (space in front of signer's where hand

movement is easy and natural) and others combine the configuration

with either a body or a configuration tab. At one time the

sign for green used a V configuration (French word, vert) but

now the sign uses a G-dez. This type of sign is mainly used

]ocally among signers for personal names and locations.

The morphemic and syntactic description of sign language

not as complete or precise as that of the phonemic or

cheremic description published by Stokoe. However a number of

interesting observations and patterns have been discussed by

Stokoe (1960, 1965, 1970c). There is only one instance of a

suffix and it is similar to the English agentive suffix, -er.
For example, if a signer wants to sign teacher, he first makes

the sign for teach (the base); then he drops flat or bent hands

down along the sides of the body to make the body, person, or

31
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individual sign. In the same manner, a signer can make cook

(noun) of cook (verb), student of learn, or typist of type.
Stokoe, Caster line, and Croneberg (1965) discussed the

existence of parts of speech in sign language. Parts of speech

will be in evidence if the signer signs with English syntax or

in other words uses signed Englishl However, it is possible

to distinguish classes of signs on a syntactic basis. The name

signs Thnction like proper nouns and not only can be used as

adj ect ives but have a s peci al ch ererni c hi story a s mentioned above.

It is not as easy to define a class of common nouns although

there are some which can be repeated or reduplicated; if the

movement or sig is done once, singularity is indicated, if

repeated, plurality is indicated.
Stokoe et al. (1965) noted that it is easier to define

classes of verb signs. One morphemic classification is words

which will fill the blank in "one who s", such words are

called verbs. We have already discussed the use of the person

sign which indicates that someone does what the verb sign

specifies. Stokoe also discussed two classes of verb signs,

one of whi.ch moves the dez toward tk-e signer (have, take, get,

accept, borrow, come, receive, learn, choose, want) and one which

moves the dez away from the sig__er (give, lend, reject, teach

announce, go, etc.). Stokoe referred to the sigs of toward (1')

and away (.1.) as morphochers which form the basis of the

morphemes, toward (-T) and away (-1); these morphemes ar.e the

source of the language meanings or definitions such as get, have,

ELys., etc. This approach basis for verb sign classes reminded

Stokoe of the flow .of action in an English sentence in which

action which originates with the subject procedes toward the
.:(4 2
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obj ect who receives the action. This s ituation is very

literally represented in sign language and because it is so

clear, I as subject is often not signed, nor is Lou as object;

subject and object are signed if the referents are not clear

through context. Stokoe noted that many sign verbs are not

included in this classification but that it is still a useful

technique.
One difference between English and sign language has

already been noted, that being the lack of tense inflection.

Another difference noted by McCall (1965) was the lack of a

sign equivalent to the English verb to be; she did not find any

instances of such a sign. k sentence such as I am. tired would

be s igned I t4-ed, or as Stokoe (1965, 1970) noted it might be

signed tired. However, sign language does use auxiliary verbs

in a manner similar to that found in English. McCall defined

a verb phrase as composed of an optional modal and a verb.

Modals were expanded into four types: M1 (want, need, like,

let); M2 (need, can, will, pastFalberg, 1963 showed uses of

past as I past eat; M3 (cantt); M4 (eau, hard mosi, nice,

hwy.)
Given some knowledge of the basic components of sign

language, it is interesting to see how the signs are combined

to form utterances. Stokoe et al. (1965) defined an utterance

in sign language as moving "from some state of bodily activity

having no linguistic significance into the opposite, and .

rendinil when the linguistically significant activity changes

back to its opposite"--"The signer . . begins in repose,

makes signs, and returns to repose" (pp. 274-275). They

reported that approximately 90% of the time, signers return
:33
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their hands to the position they held prior to the position they

held prior to signing. When signing a question, the signer either

leaves his hand or hands in the last sig momentarily or moves

them toward the person to whom the question is being addressed.

McCall (1965) described two basic kinds of sentences

generated by phrase structure rules. One type involves either

one gesture or a pair of gestures and.can be used to indicate a

total _concept; e.g., IllaIe_y_cal can be expressed with one gesture.

The second type consists of a predicate and the following

optional elements: adverb of emphasis; noun phrase; time

marker. An example of this second type is (Maybe) (John)

help (tomormw); Stokoe (1970c) criticized McCall's grammar

in terms of the corpus from whdch it was generated. The sigaers

were observed a picnics and other types of social situations;

given that these signers were well acquainted or intimate

friends, they would evidence more ellipsis and slang than would

be found in a less casual situation. He noted that in the first

two rules, more elements might be left out than left in the

base sentence. However,nthe fact that most studies of sign

language are attempting to analyze the signing typical of the

deaf among themselves and not signed English would seem to

justify McCall's choice of a signing situation.

When the hearing impaired combine signs, the order is

often not equivalent to that of English Word order;. Stokoe

et L. (1965) reported that a semantic ordering can be found

in signed utterances moving from the more general concept to

the more narrow concept; i.e., a progression from wider to more

exact notions. One example given by Stokce involves the use of

a sign indicating time (e.g., yesterday) which initiates the

:1 4
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sentence; the action which falls within that time followso

Usually the order corresponds as much as possible to the actual

order of events being described. In another example, Stokoe

used the English phrase, the elevator in the Washinaton

monument which can also be phrased as the Washin ton monumept

elevator; both English phrases retain the saliency of elevator

through intonation patterns. The phrase will normally be signed

only one way in sign language and that is Washingtm monument

elevator; the city which denotes the more general concept is

signed first, followed by the structure in the city, ending

with a feature of the structureo Lducators of. the deaf have

indicated to this author that often the most salient feature

of an idea will be signed first. In addition, the author has

asked those proficient in signing whether signers would use

word order to distinguish between the cat bites the slog. and the

clog bites the cat. Some informants have indicated that English

word order could be used by the deaf to .communicate the two

meanings. Stokoe (personal communication, April 1971), however,

indicated that a more common order involves the object following

the verb with the subject either before the verb (svo) or at

the end of the utterance (vos); the sign directly after the

verb is interpreted as the recipient of" the action and sometimes

is incorporated into the verb sign itself (as was explained

earlier, the elimination of both subject or object occurs if
context is sufficient to convey the message). A series of

examples will now be presented to show how the signer communicates

structural relationships in the utterance without a need for

word order; i.e., other cues are Apesent which make a reliance

on word order unnecessary.
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Stokoe (1970c) described several sentences whi.ch indicate

the differences between the sentence patterns of English and

sign language. The English sentence, He saw me has the fol:Lowing

expansion rules and tree structure:

(1) S NP VP
NP> Pro
VP -->VT NP \

NP VP/ \
Pro VT NP

Pro

He Saw me

Stokoe noted that an observer would only see one sign on the

part of the signer, but not one described in the manuals. He

described the sign for see as "the V hand held up so that the

fingertips are opposite the signer's eyes, back of the hand

outward, is moved away from the face a short distance. Instead

of this, the signer whose sentence is he saw me holds the V hand

pointing obliquely out at about head level, looking at it, and
with a flick of the wrist bends the fingertips toward himself"

(p. 9). When the treL: structure is drawn for the signed sentence,

two symbols are not expanded which Stokoe likens to an English

imperat ive s ent ence.

N( SVP
Pro VT NP

L
Pro

I saw

(He) (me)

fle

NP VP

Pro VT NP

stop I

(you ) (that)
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Tne signer conveys the meaning of the sentence through kinesics

and through the context of the discussion in addition to "(a) ..

changing the way of making the sign 'see' (which also means

seel), (b)..starting the changed sign 'see' with the hand held

where it would be to sign Ihim'or 'her', and (c)..moving the

sign's prominent feature, the fingertips, toward the signer's

self" (p. 10). The more complex tree structures were provided

by Stokoe to further indicate the differences ill the two sentence

patterns along with a possible transformation rule to describe

.
the change from three signs into one.

VP

(2) NP VP'

NP-- Pro (4-Obj. in
context VP)

VT 4- NP. NP
VT V Past'

VT' NP
/ \

Pro V Past Pro Obj

saw
\v/
me

NP

Prk,
oblique index away

VT

eyes V-hand 'away

Pr

signer index toward

(3) oblique 4- index 4-away 'he')

eyes t V-hand 1- away (= 'saw') oblique t-V-hand 1-toward

signer t index Jrtoward (='met) Me') 'saw' ('me/)

The important thing aboLt the previous example is the fact

that the signer is using the direction in which the sign.is made

to indicate subject-object distinctions in the sentence. Stokoe

et al. (1965) used the example Llegave me to further illustrate

this syntactic feature of signing. The motion in the sign give

is away from the signer indicating as mentioned previously a
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logical extension of the aetion from subject to object or recipient;

for this reason the signer often omits the signs for himself as subject

and the other person as object for they are incorporated into the

verb sign. If the signer wishes to indicate himself as recipient of

the action as in He gave me, he simply reverses the direction of the

movement in the sign for give, so that the motion is toward the signer.

Another example was given by Stokoe (personal communication, April, 1971)

in the sentence, English teacher show me book hold. The same order of

signs would be used to indicate both I showed the English teacher the

bookends and The English teacher showed me the bookends. The subject-

object distinction is clarified by the two hands (index finger of right

hand placed in the open palm of the left hand) moving out from the signer

in the first example and moving toward the signer for the second inter-

pretation. The head and eyes also provide similar cues for this syntac-

tic distinction; for example, in the first interpretation, the signer's

eyes would first look down and then follow the movement of thesign out

away from the signer--if the second meaning were intended, the eyes would

be focused at some distance away from the signer and move in with motion of

the sign. In addition, Stokoe noted that the directo object pronoun usually

would not appear in this utterance because it had been incorporated into the

verb sign; he indicated that this omission is common in the signing of

both deaf children and deal adults. Bellugi (personal communication, April

1971). was the one to first bring to the attention.of this author the impor-

tance and use of the change of direction in signing a verb. She indicated

that adult signers do not use all verbs in such a manneow (e.g., the verb

lead). This feature of sign language syntax will be referred to again in a

subsequent discussion of the acquisition of sign language. It is clear that if a

8
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language possesses such a feature, word order becomes a less

important factor in the communication of subject-verb-object

relationships in a sentence.

Stokoe (1970c) pointed out the complexity of sign

utterances through the use of the following sentence, There's

a man in there. The English version is composed of two

sentences, A man is in there and There's something. A deletion

rule to delete is is required to obtain the initial sentence,

There's a man in there. The sentence in sign language is signed

with just two signs, man and there. The utterance cannot be

described as man 4 there or S ---) there + man although both

orders are perfectly acceptable in sign language. The com-

plexity of this utterance comes from the fact the the two signs

are signed simultaneously and neither can be assigned any

priority; current grammars camot cope with this third order.

In surnmarizing the comparison between English and sign

language word Order, Stokoets (1970c) description of the, three

conditions which will result in signed sentences with ord order

similar to that of English is useful. These conditions are:

(1) use of fingerspelling with signs; (2) knowledge and under-

standing of the signer with regard to English structure; (3)

more formal occasions (e.g., attending a lecture or conversing

with a hearing person) where signed English is normally used

instead of the sign language of casual everyday living (as in

Stokoets discussion of sign language diglossia, 1970b)0

It is important before coacluding this discussion of

sign language to re-emphasize the crucial role played by

paralinguistic cues such as facial and body expression. As

:19
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noted previously, such cues make up for the lack of a larger

vocabulary of signs by allowing the signer to indicate the

degree or intensity of his message. Stokoe (1970c) character-

ized the difference between the size of vocabulary in both

languages in terms of two me chanicst toolboxes. "One has a

complete set of wrenches o' fixed size to fit each different

nize of nut or bolt head he expects to come across. The other

has just one adjustable wrench which will open wide enough for

the largest nut and can be made to fit anything smaller."

(pp. 33.34.) The flexibility is provided through the "size,

speed, tension, precision, and duration of the actions involved

in signing" which are "all used and understood as message bearing

fractions of total communicative activity" (p. 33). Those

proficient in signing watch the face of the signer more tan they

do t he hands.
The paralinguistic cues also serve a syntactic function

as with the head dip indicating first person singular. Stokoe

et al. (196S) described the sign for remember as moving "ths

right fist downward in an arc, finishing with the ball of the

thumb pressed on the nail of the left thumb" (p. 61). However,

in one case the same sign can mean I remember while in another

it can mean Remember?, therefore cues other than those provided

by the sign itself are differentiating a declarative from an

interrogative sentence. To indicate Remember?, the signer

raises his eyebrows and lowers his chin; I remember is indicated

by slightly lowering the eyes, giving a tiny downward nod, or

both.
40
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Tervoortls Analysis--Tervoort (1961, 1967) has provided another

approach to the study of sign language in deaf children. He is

not convinced as :is Stokoe that sign language is a separat

language but believes that signing is the deaf's way of communi-

cating in English (or Dutch as he has studied children in both

the U.S. and Holland). Tervoort (1967) summarized his position

as follows: "There is a growth from a level of communication

that, certainly in part, is sablinguistic, through a level that

shows both exoteric and esoteric features, towards an end that

can be English, eventually to be termed a secondary system, or a

blend of English and genuine features of a. visual system that

never reaches full adulthood in the data of the subjects as

represented here" (ID. 15).

Tervoort (1961) reported on the analysis of single

symbols in the spontaneous (i.e., untaught) signing of deaf

children 7 to 12 from English and Dutch-speaking schools. Pairs

of subjects were filmed for 10 minute units and told to talk

(via signing) about anything they wanted. Signs were translated

as words. Tervoort referred to early signing of deaf children

as involving the use of natural gestures which were concrete

imitations of visual objects. For example, one 7 year old girl

signed cat fish in the following manner: fish was made with

the right plam placed on top of the back of the left with fingers

held together but thumbs out making stretch-bend movements; cat

was made with the index fingers and thumbs of both hands drawing

a moustache from under her nose. Tervoort likened this kind of

imitatior, to the onomatopeia phenomenon in spoken languages or

in the tu.le of words like slick, s limy, etc. which have emotional
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connotations. The imitation must be very similar to the actual

object or e lse the person who is receiving the sign will not

recogni ze it. The signer is free to choose any aspect of the

object to imitate or he can try to convey the total essence of

it as in Tervoort's example of the 7 year old boy who had

received a toy crane for Christmas and in telling his classmates

imitated all the possible movements o.f the cranemore like a

story 'or a sentence than like a single sign. Recognition of

the sign requires knowledge of the situation and the context.

Because of the above characteristics, many of the imitative

signs made by the young children are situation-bound and don't

tend to be repeated.
Tervoort explained that the imitative sign can become

formalized and used consistently by the deaf children. If the

imitation results in a new recognition and mutual understanding

among the signers, it may come to be used by other than the

original signer; the acceptance of the sign by others and the

formalization of the language through a number of mutually

accepted signs results in a language of signs used predominately

by young deaf children. Tervoort gave one example of a new

teacher coming to class who was immediately given a sign by one

of the children which focused on her prominant dimples. The

sign persisted for the teacher's name and in the meantime, the

teacher became principal. Ten years later, the sign meant
Principal even though there was a new principal who did not have

diinples. This was a case where the original imitation was object-

bound but current usage of the sign did not involve a knowledge

of the original -motivation.
42
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Many of the signs do not lose their similarity to the

object which makes abstract and metaphoric usage difficult.

An example is the difficulty experienced by Dutch children with

the concept of t ime because the sign imitated the swinging of a

bell; understanding occurred for such concepts as it's time to go

or time is_aa but not for what time of the ear do the cherries

ripen or time goes fast. When the children were asked to sign

I like this man they did so by crossing the hands over the chest;

Tervoort asked them if they meant to hug the man and the children,

extremely shocked, told him that he did not really understand their

language and that t hey just meant to say that they liked the man.

When Tervoort then signed I don't like milk chocolate bith the

same sign, the children laughed and said that you couldn't hold.

a candy bar in that fashion and that another sign must be used

(chest rubbed downwards with right hand). Tervoort said that

the children were unaware of the motivation of the sign until

that original motivatiori w as contradicte0.. He considered this

as less complex and abstract usage. He failed to find many

in stances of met aphor c, idiomatic, or ironic usage of sign

language; however, the children did use Lie sign for baby to

mean immature and what-a-much-hair for bald. TervOort argued

that words are not as tied to the referent and can be generalized

to other situations to allow for more abstract usage.

Tervoort argues that sign language is more concrete and

situation-bound than is English and that this is especially

the case with the sign language of children which he calls

"esoteric" as opposed to the exciteric adult form of signing

whose symbolism is _based much more on agreement among signers
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and not upon an imitation which is a faithful reproduction of

the object. Since the early speech of hearing children has also

been described as concrete and situation-bound, Tervoort's

analysis should not be taken as a criticism of sign language but

possi bly as a comment on early child communication in general.

Not all of Tervoort's examples seem to justify his conclusions

about the nature of young children's sign language. He viewed

the need for 2 signs for "like" as an example of the restrictive-

ness of the motivations for these signs (i.e., a signer can't

use the hug sign to indicate he likes a candy bar because you

-don't hug candy bars). It seems that English operates in similar

ways in that words have selection restrictions; e.g., a verb

like "see" mast have a subject which has the property of

animateness (butcher, wcaen, dog) while the verb "skate" usually

has a human noun subject. Selectional restrictions operate on

the use of adjectives and adverbs also; e.g., it is admissible

to produce "John rolled off the table ingeniously" but not

*"the r ock rolled off the table ingeniously" (Jacobs and

Rosenbaum, 1.968, pp. 5 9 and 230). Tervoort seems to have accepted

the view that language influences thought, a question which has

not been definitively settled by any means.*

In addition, Tervoort claimed that the only way in which

a sign not marked for tense can be understood time-wise is

through the signer's knowledge of spoken and written English;

i.e., the morphological markers are accepted as present by

sigaers on the basis of their famiJiarity with the presence of

*Dr. Philip S. Dale provided helpful suggestions for this

dis cussion.
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these markers in English. Data were presented which indicated

that most deaf children and adults do not have a functional

grasp of the English language. That leaves Tervoort with the o

option of concluding that the concepts of past, present, future

are not used Jr understood in manual communications because of

the lack of inflectional endings. Chinese has already been

mentioned as another language in which tense is not inflected

but where the period of time is understood through use of

situational and contextual cues. Therefore, Tervoort's statement

does not seem to be justified in light of existing data. However,

there is a need for a systematic investigation of deaf children's

conception of time. Such studies must be desighed to test hearing

impaired children in sign language and English and not just in

English and these data should in turn be compared with data from

hearing children. It is not clear whether deaf children have

a different sense of time but it is clear that other full-fledge

languages do not inflect for tense, that deaf children do not

add tense cues through their knowledge of English, and that the

deaf denote time periods through the general context in Which

signing takes place.

Tervoort (1967) analyzed the syntactic and structural

patterns of the Dutch and American children's sign language.

He translated signs as words and noted that American deaf

developed English wo:rd order while the Dutch developed Dutch

word order. Depending on the facility subjects had with Englist

or Dutch and considering the pressure in society and school for

tailoring communication Ratterns in terms of the dominant

language, it is.quite possible that Tervoortts sabjects signed
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"correctly" to as great an extent as possible; i.e., signing

for Tervoort and being filmed at the same time might produce a

different brand of sign language than that produced by the deaf

children back in the residence hall. The analysis of the

structural patterns was solely in terms of how it deviated or

was similar to Dutch or English structure; i.e., a construct:fon

was considered ungranmatical if it did not present the same

structure as found in English or Dutch. Tervoort found that with

greater length of sentences, younger and older deaf children used

less grammatical constructions. He noted that the subjects

used words along with sigring while in the primary grades but

used signing alone after this point. No relation was found

between speech and spelling abilities and language abilities,

The work by Stokoe (1960, 1965, 1970c) and McCall (1965)

leads this author to conclude that sign language can be

considered a language in the same sense as is English. Tervoortts

(19611 1967) work, although very interesting and informative,

does not provide an adequate basis for arguing that sign

language is not a language since Tervoort did not analyze sign

language on a linguistic basis but only in terms of how it

deviated from English or Dutch. Sign language is used with

consistency among a minority population in this country; although

there is evidence of dialect differences due to geographic and

social bou-idaries, signers across the country can understand one

another using American Sigh Language. Due to the prestige of

the majority langu.kge, English, signers, depending upon the level

of education attained and facility gained in English, will

communicate via signed English e specially with hearing persons

who sign. Howevero among themselves, t he average deaf person
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who does not know English will communicate with a sign language

which tokoe characterized in the following manner.

Seen as a whole system, however, sign language is
quite like English or any other language. Its elements
contrast with each other. (Visibly instead of audibly.)
They combine in certain ways, not in others. These
combinations, signs, 'have meaning' as words or morphemes
do. Constructions combining signs, like constructions
combining words, express meanings more completely and
coiaplexly than single signs or words can. These con-
structions or syntactic structures are systematic,
rule-governed structur es. But there is a unique set of
rules for making sign language constructions just as
there is for making standard English constructions, non-
standard English constructions, or the constructions of
any language. (1970, P. 6)

Descriptions of sigi language syntax have by no means reached a

stage of completion and much w ork remains to be done in

identifying the rules dDy which signs are combined. The next

section c f the paper will be concerned with investigations of

the effect of early oral versus early manual communication upon

later learning of English. Proponents of the oral method con-

tend thai, early signing is detrimental :to the learning of

expressive and receptive skills in English.

Effect of Early Oral Versus Early Manual Forms of Communication

Review of Basic StudiesVernon and Koh (1970) presented the

following table (Table III) which summarized studies comparing

the effect of early manual and early oral forms of communication

on deaf c hildr en s later e du cational a chieitement, c ommunicat ion

skills, and psychological adjustment. This parer is concerned

with only the first two variables and discussion will be limited

to the-se areas. In general, the data show that children exposed

to manual or a combined form of manual and oral training were

superior to those children who experienced only oral communication.
4 7
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TABLE III

Results of Early Manual Communication

Investigator Sample Results

Meadow (1968) 56 deaf children of
deaf parents (manual
group)

56 watched deaf chil-
dren of hearing
parents (oral group)

1) manual group better
in reading (2.1
yrs.)

2) Manual group better
in math (1.25 yrs.)

3) Manual group better
in overall education
achievement
(1.28 yrs.)

4) Manual group better
in social adjustment

5) No differences in
speech and lip-
reading

6) Manual group better
in written language

StucklesE and
Birch

105 deaf children of
deaf parents (manual
group)

337 matched deaf
children of hearing
parents (oral group)

Montgomery (l966) 59 Scottish children

1) No difference in
speech

2) Early manual group
better in speech-
reading

3) Early manual group
better in reading

4) Early manual group
better in writing

5) Early manual group
possibly better in
psycho-sotial
adjustment

1) Exposure to, use of)

*The Montgomery study did not involve preschool manual

communication specifically.
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Table III (continued)

Investigator Samr4e Results

Montgomery
(continued)

and preference for
manuP1 communication
did _ot negatively
affL.A speech or
speech reading skills

Stevenson (1964) 134 deaf children of
deaf parents (manual
group)

134 deaf children of
hearing parents
(oral group)

1) 90 percent of
manual group did
better than matched
oral students

2) 38 percent of manual
group went to college
versus nine percent
of oral group

Quigley and
Frisina (1961)*

Sixteen non-residential 1) Manual group better
deaf children of deaf in vocabulary, the
parents (manual group) same in speech-

reading and better

Sixteen non-residential in educational
deaf children of hearing achievement. Oral

parents (oral group) group better in
speech.

Hester (1963) Deaf children in New
Mexico School for Deaf.
One group had finger-
spelling beginning at
school age, one group
taught orally.

Quigley (1969)

1) Fingerspelling
group superior on
standardized
achievement tests.

9ixteen orally educated 1) Comb.ned manual
deaf children matched oral children did
with sixteen combined better in language,
orally and manually edu- speechreading and
cated deaf children, general academic

achievement

*Correction: 70 children in oral Manual gvoup also

group better in fingerspelling.
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Table III (continued)

Investigator Sample Results

Denton (1965) The academic top ten
percent of deaf
children ages twelve,
fifteen, and eighteen
from 26 schools for
deaf.
Manual group had deaf
parents, oral group
hearing parents.

1) Mean achievement
test score of
manual group 8.2,
of oral group77.7.

Vernon and Koh, 1970, p. 528
N=111=011

There are two related general assumptions involved in the

above research: (1) deaf children of deaf parents learn to sign

early in life and this is the major form of communicatiOn between

child and parents; (2) deaf children of hearing parents do not

learn to sign during infancy, the major form of communication

between parents and child being oral. Regarding assumption WI

Meadow (1967) cited Rainer .et al. ts (1969) finding th at approki-

mately one half of the sample used only signs to corn:-.-ianicate

while another 18% used signs and speech as substantiation of the

fact that her deaf children of deaf parents would be exposed

early in life to signing. She also cited Birch and Stu ckless s

(1964) findings t,hat 64% of the deaf parents used signs when

the child was a baby and only 5 out of 71 stated that they were

not using signs at the time of the study. Therefore, in her

family questionnaire, Meadow simply asked "Does your family use

only signs and fingerspelling, or do you sometimes speak to each

other?" (question 45a, p. 348). She found no deaf parents who

didntt sign and no hearing partibs who did sign. One can still
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not be certain that the major form of early communication was

signing when that information is not specifically requested

although in most cases the assumption probably holds; the cause

for doubt is found in the fact that even deaf parents have been

influenced by the pressure for an oral approach early in life

and by prohibitions against signing on the part of educators of

the deaf and physicians. Birch and Stuckless (1964) on the

other hand used only those children whose parents specifically

said that they used signs when their deaf child was an infant;

this would seem to be the better proceCoJre to follow. The

second assumption is commonly accepted because of the oral bias

on the part of educators and physicians as mentioned above and

also because of the desire of hearing parents to have their deaf

children appear normal. Often the comparison in the above studies

is between those who had exposure to early manual communication

and those who did not. Although there is a very good chance that

deaf children of hearing parents were exposed to early oral

training, there is a difference between parents attempting to

talk to their child and perhaps trying to teach him to lipread

and ar;tual enrollment in an oral preschool or Tracy Clinic

course. A study by Vernon and Koh (1970) controlled very

precisely for these variables.

Vernon and Koh (1970) were concerned about another

methodological problem other than those mentioned above. In all

but one of the studies listed in Vernon and Koh's table, the

deaf children of deaf parents (i.e.; manual groups) were

hereditarily deaf, whereas there were both exogenous and genetic

etiologies involved in the oral or control groups. If deafness
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results from exogenous causes, there is a likely possibility

of brain damage and related learning disabilities. Meadow

(1967) and Birch and atuckless 1964) and the others were

cognizant of this problem but there is still the chance that

the superiority of the manual group might be due to these

additional handicaps in control subjects. Therefore, only

subjects with a genetic deafness were. used in the study. In

addition, the manual group was composed only of subjects whose

parents said they had used signs from infancy, Twenty-seven

(at one point, the authors said 30) of the 32 control subjects

had preschool experience: 10 subjects went through the 3 year

Tracy Clinic (strictly oral approach) preschool course. Only

8 of the manual group had any preschool experience. Since the

great majority of deaf presdlools use an oral approach, the

manual and oral groups are better differentiated in this 'study

than in any other one.

Only the data on educational acirievement and communication

skills will be reviewed here. The manual group was ahead by

1.2 to 1.6 grade years on all four measures of the Stanford

Achievement Test (i.e., overall average for the test battery,

reading averaLa, Word Meaning, and Phrase Megning). Afthough

the manual group exceeded the oral group by at least one year

at each level, the difference was not significant with increasing

age. The deaf groups did significantly worse on all 4 variables

than did hearing children; d2af children improved at about one-

half to two-thirds the rate of hearing children. The results

on the achievement test scores were consistent with data

collected by Meadow (e.g.', grade average, reading, and arithmetic).

52
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Vernon and Koh also reported that the manual group "had greater

success entering college, graduated with higher academic honors,

and had fewer students who failed to earn a diploma" (p. 532).

Even though the deaf parents had much lower levels of education

than did the hearing parents, they were able to communicate

the knowledge they had via the language of signs. The authors

also noted that since more of the oral group had preschool

experience than did the manual group.) the manual group was

educationally disadvantaged initially. They contrasted the fact

that the effects of oral preschool training had been found to.

dissipate by age 9 with the continued one year (at least)

supeidority of the manual group over the oral group; they

further pointed out the impressiveness of this continued one

year superiority given the fact that Wrightstone et al. (1963)

reported less than a one year reading gain for deaf students

from age 10 to 16. Regarding communication skills, the ,manual

group was significantly- better in written language; the two

groups did not differein terms of speechreading and speech

intelligibility. The fact that the manual group performed

better on tests of reading and written English indicates that

early manual communication is very helpful in d.eveloping both r

receptive and expressive skills in English. A telling blow was

struck at the early speech training approach when the manual

group did as well on measures speechreading and speech

intelligibility; this result wa:, also reported by Birch And

StuckleSs (1964.) and Meadow (1967). The authors made a plea

for a reevaluation of current educational practices for deaf

children and note, the possibilities for combined oral and manual
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methods with deaf children of hearing parents. They are

pessimistic about changes occuring very quicicly noting that

"Vested interests are capable of elaborated and sophisticated

rationalizations" (ID. 535). Readers are directed to an excellent

review of psychological and sociological variables involved in

deafness by Vernon (1969) which covers in detail the question

of the effects of early manual and early oral training and

comniunication.

This review of the studies comparing early oral versus

early manual forms of communication has indicated that at the

very least, teaching a deaf infant to sign will not be detrimental

to later attempts to teach him English and in fact. will improve

his English skills. The data presented by Vernon (1969) and

Meadow (1967) showed in addition that children taught to sign

early in life will be likely, to exceed those trained orally on

measures of educational achievement. However, none of the

studies attempted to compare the two grouns of deaf children on

basic cognitive tasks such as those conducted by Furth and to

be described in a later section. Studies are needed in which

children who have learned to sign and those who haven't are

compared on Piaget-type tasks such as conservation, on tests

of niemory and perception, etc. A test of the function or

language in cognitive functioning must include comparisons of

signers and non signers given this authorts view that sign

language is a language on the same order as is English. The

importance of the early oral versus early manual studies for an

evaluation of the deaf as linguistically deficient is twofo2.d.

If early manual c ommunication produces a deaf child with better
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English skills than a child exposed to early oral training, then

studies using the strict criterion for linguistic deficiency

(i.e., deficiency in English) must carefully contro. for the

form of early communicaticn. When sign language is considered

a language, these studies and the few data on acquisition of

sign language indicate that subjects trained from infancy in

Arne/sir:an Sign Language would not be linguistically deficient

but comparable to a hearing child who knows one language, English.

Acquisition of Sign Language--None of the studies reviewed above

looked at the process deaf children went through in learning

sign language. The studies comparing the effects of early oral

versus early manual forms of communication all took place a.fter

the child had acquired sign language and were concenled with the

effect of the type of communication upon later school achievement

and language functioning. The acquisition of sign language

in young deaf children should be of interest to gerieral theories

of language acquisition and sh ould also be helpful in comparing

.the structure of sign language to t1 t of other languages. The

following questions come to mind: do deaf children learn the

language of signs in a manner similar to the way in which hearing

children learn language?, are signs harder to learn?, when does

the deaf child of deaf parents begin to produce signs? etc.

Olson (unpublished paper, 1969) reported on acquisition

of signs in a deaf irfant with hearing parents who had learned

'signs. Training with the aid of a speech therapist was begun

when the child was one year old. The first sign he responded

to was babyi while the first sign he used was eat. By the

5 5
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time the child was two years old, he had receptive and expressive

command of 87 signs, 10 of which he in-vented. He is currently

being exposed to a combined oral and manual language approach.

No mention was made in this report about whether the child

combined signs.

Meadow (1967) gave two anecdotal reports of deaf mothers

of deaf children involved in her study. One mother who had two

deaf children said that both siLned very well before one year

of age. Another mother reported her doctor's amazement at tha

fact that her deaf child knew almost 100 signs at one year of

age.

Larry Peterson an Educational Specialist in Deaf Adult

Services at the Seattle Hearing and.Speech Center (personal

communication, April 1971) reported that his deaf child used

her first sign at 8 months. At 12 months, she was combining

two signs, Mr. Peterson noted that she combined the sign for

more with other signs (often signs for food). At 18 months,

she was producing some thr. sign combinations and by 2 years

of age, she was producing longer combinations of signs.

Mrs. Mildred Johnson, Vocational Specialist for the State Office

of Vocational Rehabilitation, reported to the author (personal

communication: April 1971) that Mr. Peterson's child was

signing phrases like kitty eat at about 18 months. Both Mr.

Peterson aad his wife are deaf and used signs to communicate

with their child from infancy.

Bellugi (personal communications, December 1970 and

April 1971) has been studying the development of sign language

in a deaf child of deaf parenZ4, Spontaneous mother-child
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interactions were filmed on video tape beginning when the child

was about two and one half years old. VarLous tests of compre-

hension have been used and Bellugi is convinced that the child

who is signinz quite extensively understands the signs she is

using plus others that are signed to her. English word order

has not been observed in her signing but the child's deaf parents

do not use English word order either. Bellugi has been impressed

with the similarities in language development which she has

observed between the deaf child and hearing children. In

particular she noted the presence of overgeneralizatión. For

the first couple of months, the child indi cated negation by

either shaking her head or moving the finger back .and forth.

In AU, the sign for no when the signer means No I won't do it,
involves bringing the index, middle finger, and thui,..b together

in one motion and is usually done several times. The use of

these two signs is comparable to the first uses of the negative

in hearii:g children's speech such as no he do it. Bellugi

described subsequent development in terms of the "flowex'ing of

various negatives" and noted the appearance of the si-;.ns for not,

none, and can't. In addition, the child appeared to have
extracteu the negative component or an element common to various

negative signs (e.g., turning your hand down and moving it away

from yourself) and was now using this component to invent new

signs (e.g., don t want, don' t know and bad) In signing the

concept don t want , the c hild made one sign incorporating the
negative component into her sign for want; the child was producing

the signs for want and know in an affirrnatiive sense at this

time.
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Adult signers have general sign for not which involves brinking

the A hand out from under the chin and down; this sign takes the place

of a word like don't, didn't, or doesn't, even though it technically

stands for not or n't. However, it is alsD true that aduft signers would

express don't want, don't know, bad, and misunderstand with single signs

(i.e., they would not sign not + Verb); the Signs for these concepts all

involv,.- a common movement, that of pronation, to which Stokoe et al.

(1965) have ascribed to morphemiL character since this Sig chereme is

used consistently to negate concepts.

B.211119,i indicated that the child was in a sense overgeneralizing

the use of n't through extending it to her use of words lie bad and through

her incorporation of the two concepts, n't and Know into one sign. Since

the child's signs for taese concepts did not quite match that us by

Ault sigrers but still evidenced consistent we of the negative component

in forming the signs, one can conclude that the child is extracting some

sort of rule in foming these signs. However, it does nut seem rlat in

the strict sease of overgeneralization, these signs show an overgeneraliza-

tion of the rule, "negatt a concept by including the pronation chereme in

the sign:'since adult signers use the same rule for the same signs.

Although it could be argued that adult signers add the pronation 1.).,.ment to

their sign (the sign for don't want involves signing want and then turnilg

your hands over so that the palms end up facing down), while the child )

used a single sign, the fact is that the pronation movtment does not mean

anything to the signer unless it is considered in terms of the other cheremes
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affirmative concept and including the pronation movement but

involve a different sign which ends with the palm down in some

fashion (e.g., misunderstand and don't care). Further, many

signs involve more than one motion; ie., the dez moves from one

position on the body to another often changing its configuration.

Itwould be interesting to see if the deaf child used her version

of the negative component to produce the signs for hate and won't

or refuse which don't involve the pronation chereme but still

carry iC concept of negation.

Bellugi (personal communication, April 1971) provided

anot.her exarrple from the child's signing development which is

much more analogous to the phenomenon of overgeneralization in

hearing cidldren's language development (i.e., children's

cLan,;(: from the use of went to goed after discovery of thz rule

for adthrk; ized to form the past tense). In a previous section,

the use of direction of the verb sign to indicate subjectobject

distinctions and its importance as a syntactic feature of sign

language was discussed. both Bellugi and Stokoe have commented

on this feature of sign language. In addition, Bellugi has

observed in the signing of the deaf child the overgeneralization

of this direction rule to verbs which do not evidence change of

direction by adult signers. For example, the child in requesting

her mother to fingerspell to her (i.e., you spell me) turned her

hand with the fing:rs wiggling in toward herself; the sign is
normally blade with the pin facing out from the signer with the
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some similarities intthe acquisition of both sign language

and spoken English have been observed is all the more reason to

conduct more observations of the learning of sign language in

deaf infants.

The Gardnerst (1969, 1969 and 1970) attempt to teach two-

way communication to an infant chimpanzee named Washoe will not

be discussed in this pape: because there h not been a full scale

investigation of sign language acqubition .L.1 deaf children; such

data are needed in order to evaluate Washoets success in learning

sign language. Since Washoe wac exposed only to signs, her

language experience is comparable to that of a deaf child of deaf

parents and such a comparison will prove very interestinz. It is

also possible to compere Washoels language development to tl'at of

hearing children and this has been done by Brown (1970) and by

Bronowski and Bellugi (1970). In addition, it is tempting to use

the evidence of rule governed signing found in Washoets communica-

tian with the Gardners as further evidence for the viewing of sign

language as a language, one of the major concerns of this paper.

However, until Washoels signing can be systematically compared

with the early signing of deaf children, one cannot be certain

that "Washoese" is similar to the sian lanctage produced by young

deaf children. The Gardners are certainly to be applauded for

such an innovative experiment and for the success they have had.

Given the above qualifications, this author cannot resist mention-

ing Stokoets (1970) oamparison of tiashoe and a deaf child twice
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A contextual approach to understanding the relationships

in yr,ung children's speech is alluded to by Brown (1970) but i3

nnich ;T:ore fully presented by Bloom (1970, 1971). Bloom's attention

to (intext provides a more adequate approach not only th the study

of meaning ir yog children's early combinations of words but

also of tie combinations of signs in American Sign Language in

general. Bloom described children's 'speech in terms of two types

of seniantic relations, functional and grammatical. In the first

type of relation (flinctional relation), certain words (e.g., no,

more) are paired with referent vvc-ds in order to characterize that

referent in some way (e.g., no oo,:et to indicate the' nonexistence

of the pocket, more raisin to indicate the recurrence of r.aisins);

such pairings have invariable grarrmatical meaning. Works like

no and more occurred in a fixed position with a number of other

words and words meeting such a description have been called pi_vots

(see Braine, 1963). However, Bloom said the important feature of

these words was that they "shared features of context and

behavior" and "occurred with specific semantic intent, either in

relation to the words with which they were juxtaposed or with

inherent relation to the something not specified, in tile case of

single-word utterances" (p. 43)
The second t),pe of semantic relation described by Bloom is

one where the relationship between the constitutients is variable

depending upon context. Bloom found the following types of

crtAncnn tinal relationships; subject-object (most frequent),
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linguistic rules to reflect his concepts of the world. Bloom

argued that in interpreting a comiAnation like 1.iommy sock parents

rely on context and situation features and that the child probably

depends on these features in communicating his intent. To 5upport

her argument she noted how a word like Mommy could be classified

as a pivot in the speech of Kathryn, one of the children observed

by Bloom, s ince it o ccurred in 32 sentences (e.g., Iviommy sock,

Mommy haircurl). Mommy met the fixed position criterion for a

pivot because it occurred in initial position 25 times; in

addition, Mommy shared contexts with other words like no and more

(e.g., no sock). However, Bloom objected to Mommy being classified

as a pivot because it is not a function word and more importantly

because Mommy could be shown to have different meanings .dependf.ng

on context even though its position in the sentence was the same;

e.g., Mommy sock could mean the child picking up her mother's

sock or the mother putting the childls sock on the child. Neither

a pivot-open or an open-open grammar dibtingui3hes between these

two entirely different meanings. The use of Mommy sock in the two

contexts indicates that the child understands the relations

between Mommy and sosk) in the first instance, a genetive relation

and in the second instance, a subject-object relation.

The fact that you can observe the child's understanding of

such complex relationships as the genetive and subject-object

by attending to information other than language is an important

point in the debate over whether sign language is not a language
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such utterances as Mommy sock. Certainly, the information

provided previously about the importance of context and extra-

linguistic cues in sign language indicate that deaf persons make

use of such cues constantly and communication does not suffer

because certain syntactic cues are missing. Bloom argued that

Mommy sock was not an example of the child simply ..ming or joining

features of the situation because variable order of the constituents

should be the result; this was not the case since Mommy appeared

in the initial position 29 out of 32 times in this sample of

Kathryn's speech. However, consistent word order might not be

the only cue that one could point to in refuting the argument that

strings of signs might only represent concatenation; e.g., in

sign langu4ge, context, facial and bodily expression, and

reversibility of sign direction are all used to indicate linguistic

relationships such as those di:,eussed by Bloom. Tests of the sort

proposed by Brown (e.g., "Show me, 'the duck pushes the boat1"--

1970, p. 228) should be conducted with young deaf children to see

if they do understand the various relationships in a se..tence;

such data should be compared with the data of hearing children

of the same age. It would also be interesting to see if the
If esoteric" signing by deaf children who learned to sign from their

peers and which was described as very situaticn-bound Tervoort

is similar to the early speech of hearing children which Bloom

and others described as reliant upon context. Although adult
- - oft " "1-t rh i 1
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child. In general, Bloom's approach has much to offer in gaining

an understanding of both hearing children's speech and in better
unders tand ing the language of s igns

Conclusions about the effects of early signingIn this section,
we have lo oked at whe ther teaching a young deaf child to s ign

early in his life will be detrimental to his later educational .

and cormiunicative functioning. In addition we have attempted to

compare the acquisition processes involved in learning English and

learning American Sign Language. It appears that deaf children
learn to s ign with the same f acility that hearing children to

speak; unfortunately the information presented to substantiate

this stat ement is largely ane cdotal . Publication of Bellugi s

study of the acquisition of signing of a deaf infant of deaf
parents is eagerly awaited for a more comprehensive investigation

of this question. Bloom's work is especially relevant to a dis-
cussion of how deaf children learn to sign because she emphasized

Om importance of the referent in children's speech. Deaf and

hearing childrens lenc;uage can be more fully appreciated when the

context of various u tterances is c onside red; deaf adult signers

and speakers of other languages euch as Chinese also make consider-.

able use of context and, extra-linguistic cues. Finally, when

children who have learned to sign early are compared with those

who were not, the signers appear to come out on top in terms of

communication and educational measures.
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Surnmara_of Studies ComparirA Hearing and Deaf Subjects on

Nonverbal Coanitive Tasks

Furth's ReviewsFurth (1966, 1970, 1971) has reviewed a sizable

nunber of studies in which hearing and deaf children and adults

were compared in terms of their performance on various nonverbal

conceptual, perceptual, and memory tasks. The following table

(Table IV) is taken from Furth's latest review (1971) and indicates

whether the deaf performed in a similar or inferior manner to

hearing subjects; the numbers in parentheses in the right hand

columns refer to age differences in performance.

In gcneral, deaf and hearing subjects perform in a

similar manner many of the tasks. However, there are also a

number of instances in which the deaf do not do as well as the

hearing subjects. At one point, Furth (1966) noted that the

inferior performance seemed to be involved with tasks which required

discovery of a .principle (e.g., in his symbol discovery ta5ks and

in various Piaget-type tasks such as conservation of liquid). On

the other hand, when the deaf subjects were trained in the maaning

of certain logical symbols, they were able to grasp the rules

involved and apply these rules to new instances. Furth explained

the failure of the deaf in discovery tasks in terms of certain

rigid behavior patterns resulting from the drill-like educational

methods used with the deaf. In addition, Furth noted the

possibilities for misunderstanding of directions (e.g., conveying
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TABLE IV

A Classification of Recent Studies with Deaf Subjects

No, Task
and Age

Rule Learning

Performance of deaf
in comparison to

Author Topic hearing subjects
Similar Inferior

or
different

(1) 3-6 *Bland & Bridger, 66 Gross-modal trans- X
fer

((2) 4-6 -Weigl & Metze, 68 Rule learning X

(3) 4-9 *Pufall & Furth, 66 Double Alternation X X (5,6)

(4) 6-9 Youniss & Furth, Discontiguity X
66b

(5) 7-12 *Andre, 69 Reversal shift X .

(6) 10-11 O'Connor & Visual rules X
Hermelin, 65

(7) 9-13 *Furth, 64 Combinatorial X
sequences

(8) 6-10 *Furth & Pufall, o6 Combinatorial X (10) X (6)
sequences

(9) 11-19 Goetzinger et al., Raven's Matrices X (18) X (13)

67

(10) 17 Odom & Blanton, 67 Sequential rules X

(11) 15-19 Michael & Kates, Social concepts X
65

(12) 9 *Furth, '66 ,
Logical symbolAlse X

(13) 16-20 *Furth & Yo.uniss, 65 Symbol a) use X (a) X (b)

b) discovery

(14) 10-14 *Youniss & Furth, 67 Symbol use X
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Table IV (continued)

Performance of deaf
No, Task in comparjson to
and Age Author Topic hearing subjects

Similar Inferior
or

different
Piagettype
(continued)

(16) 5-8 *Youniss & Furth; 66 Transitivity X

(17) 4-12 Piaget, 66 Conservation tasks X X (2 tasks)

(18) 9-16 *FurL.12 66 Quantity of liquid X

(19) 6-9 Youniss, 67 Seriation X

'20) 11-15 *Ross, 66 Probability X (-15) X (112 13)

(21) 8-12 *Robertson & Younissi Anticipatory images X
69

(22) 9-11 *
(22) 9-11 *Youniss & Robertson, Anticipatory Lmagrs X X (9)

70

t23) 13-19 Furth & Youniss2 69 Formal operational X
tasks

M.244rY -

(24) 6, *Lantz & Lenneberg, Color lecognition X X (6)
adults 66

(25) 7-10 Youniss & Furth, 66b Recognition
scrategies

(26) 8-12 Withrow, 68 Sequence a) simult. X (a) X (b)
b) succ.

(27) 6-16 Rozanoval 66 Pictures X (152 X (9, 10)
16)

28) 7-15 Roxx, 69 Symbol span X

(29) 121-18 Goetzinger & Huber. Design reproduction X
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Task
and Age

?CFCQ1Jt iOfl

(32) 4-6

Author

Uleron
64

(33) 6-11 Yashkova, 66

(34) 11-16 Gozova, 66

(55) 7-12 *Suchman, 66

(36) 8-18 Carrier, 61

(37) 51-10 Costa e7. al., 06

(38) Adult *Stona, 65

(39) A.:ult Furtn, 61

65

kambedded fik;ures

Figure revcr3a1

a) hecoLnition
b) Dr.34t1n6s

/1%4,1.41'0re:ice a) color

b) form

Color-weielt
association

id' a) vinual
b) bi=odal

aud kX
in ildep
Size-weight
illunion

Vvrfor7rance of deaf
in co-24,Jr1lon to
::ear:n6 lub.;ects
iiar inferlor

or
different

X

I (9-11) X (6-8)

X (a)

X (a)

X

X (a)

X

(b)

heferences for the studies so marked can be found tn IAK, heference Section
of this paper; referenues for the other studies can be found in iurth, 1971.

Furth, 1971, p. 34
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FurtLp Furtherzore, alt*rouv,n there in a ten,dency wh(n infurior perfomance

occur :T. for ./c0446er d(..af 11;bjct!, to fail (.; thu 1,:knk and older

deaf lub,ec",,I to catch up or lucteed on 1..( ftuccens or

fa:Jure in not nololy a developmental p'reetnev.

Furti; concluded, on t'ae jasiq of the above .7tudies and

;-any otherl, that lane;na6 cannot be a ncessary eleent of

,:o6nitivc functionin6 if deaf subjects (whom he a:isurned to be

linGI:iqtically deficient) can perfo:-. co6nitive task:; as vell as

hearing s..tbjects can. In adtion, when the ttat 5ubject!. fail,

Furth han argued that lanzuage variatles cannot be considered

autnatically responsible becaule of the existence of many

uncontrolled variables. For exanIple, Furth explained both the

developmental differences and much of the inferior perfcrmance

in general to experiential deficiencies resulting from dearness;

the experiential deficiency is indirectly related to langage

that language enables hearing childrAn to more fully interact

with their environent, to acquire factual information, etc.

Older deaf cialdr3n have tne advantage of more contact and

inceracticn witn tae world around them which is sufficient to

enable them to improve their performance. The wrightstone et al.

(1963) data showing a one year gain in reading level from ages

10 to 16 is used to substantiate Furth's contention that the

deaf have not improved linguisLically but only experientially.

Furth (1965, 1967) also found that deaf subjects performed more

similarly to rural and American Indian subjects than they did to

middle class subjects, the deaf were likened to the rural and

Indian subjects in terms of possessing a denrived environment.

Furth (1971) did raise the questioa of whether the age improvements

would be found with more complex tasks and more stringent9
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criteria for success; likewise, he noted that failure in task:.

m44;ht be avoided with appropriate types of training. He

currently is investgating the factors involved in the question

of trainin6.

CriLiciFms of thc Deficiency ExperimentBlank (1965) has

criticized Furth for the use of the deaf as a nonlanguage control

Llyup. She noted the oral preschool experience of many deaf

cnildren and the fact that many concepts such as num:)ers, colors,

and size are stressed. Furth (1966, 1970, 1971) replied to this

criticism by pointing out the almost total failure of the oral

method in teaching Ehglish co the deaf; the fact that the average

reading level of even deaf adults is comparable to that of a

hearing third grader was cited as evidence of a lack of competence

with the structure of the English language. Furth noted that if

language did influence thinking, its impact would not be due to

single %Nords but in terms of e structural relationships among

those words in the language. This author feels that Blank's

criticism is valid for several reasons. It is clear that deaf

children and adults do not nave either expressive or receptive

skills in English; the effect of oral preschool would be minimal

in terms of producing deaf children with competence in the English

language. However, Blank is probably right in saying that older

deaf preschool children know some words like one, two, 1421, small,

red, green, etc.; personnel at the Seattle Hearing and Speech

Center's preschool for deaf children told this author that their

fcur and five year olds understood some words of this sort. In

addition, it is reasonable to expect that young deaf children

have developed a communication systeuf gestures which as
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Tervourt (2.) has suggested might be very situaLion-'cound and

not at ail 1. e he sign language of older children and adults

but :,hich ccul : be capable of providing language symbols

for .e.ords like t;i4; and two and opportunities for experience with

these concepts. Deaf children who had been provided with a

manual form of communication from early infancy would be certain

to have means of expressing these terms. However, one can still

question the efficacy of these words or signs for hearing or deaf

children when it is not certain whether children of this age

have the dimensional concepts of number, size or color; i.e.,

the use of lolg and small to mediate the solution of a problem is

dependent not just on the production and comprehension of these

terms but on the understanding of their position on the size

dimension as opposed to, for example, the values red and amen on

another dimension, color.* Blank is correct in stressing the

need for better controls on the previous language, especially

sign language, experience of young deaf subjects. More studies

need to be done with preschool deaf subjects who have been

exposed to early manual communication and those who have not in

order to have a better control of the effect of language on the

type of cognitive tasks used by Furth and others. If studies

ltke that being conducted by Bellugi show that acquisition of

sign language is similar to that of English, then it will be

very interesting to compare preschool deaf children who sign

with preschool hearing children at the various stages of language

acquisition in order to test the effect of language on cognitive

runctioning.

*The author is indebted to Dr. Philip S. Dale for pointing

out this problem.
4vh
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Although it is questionable what kind of language symbols

deaf preschool children have available, there is no doubt that

probably by age 12, most, deaf children are vf'ly fluent in.American

Sign Language and therefore are not iinguistial.ly deficient.,

In most residential. schools, signing is used in classes after this

point aside from the more important factor that the child has had

several years cf experience in the deaf dormitories where communi-

cation is by :3igning, once a deaf child has been exposed to a

population of deaf children for any great period of time, he will

learn the language of signs very easily. Blank (1965) suggested

that after six years of age, the deaf could be characterized "not

as a language-deprived group per se, but a group deprived of

language in the early years"; therefore when the deaf do as well

as the hearing we may only be able to conclude "that contrary to

a critical-periods type of hypothesis, early language acquisition

may not be essential for the effective use of language" (I). 443).

This factor is espenialiy relevant to the age improvements noted

by Furth. Although it is clear that deaf adolescents have not

improved their understanding and use of Lnglish language structure,

Furth is isnoring the presence of such structure in the sign

language of these subjects; this author feels that a convincing

argument can be made regarding the consideration of American Sign

Language as a language. Therefore, improvements noted by Furth and

other researchers could be due aot only to increased experience

and interaction with the environment but to the lately acquired

opportunity to relate to that environment via a language system.

Unfortunately the data don't exist to be able to answer this

question confidently. It appears to this author that Furth is

incorrect when he considers deaf adolescents to be linguistically
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deficient and then goes on to infer ttlat language is unimportant

in cognitive functioning when these subjects perform like the

hearing controls. He is probably on much safer ground when he

makes tnis a3sumption about young deaf children as long as

they have not learned sign language during the normal language

acquisition phase.

Furth's contention that the young deaf child is

experientially deficient a manner similar to that of a

culturally deprived hearing child is all open to question. It

is interesting to note that culturally deprived children usually

do not show improvement in tests of cognitive functioning and

educational achievement with age, but to the contrary, often

show deterioration in performance (i.e., the cumulative deficit

hypothesis).* Therefore, it would appear that some other factor

is involved. Actually, there has not been a direct test of this

criticism since developmental data were-not reported for the

Indian sample and Furth's rural.sample showed an increase with

age as did the deaf. This question needs to be considered in a

more systematic developmental sense; ever some age range, hearing

culturally deprived subjects should be compared with young deaf

who do and do not sign .and older deaf who do sign (the only older

deaf who wouldn't sign liould be those who had been successful

in learning to Teak and lipread English and who looked down on

signing).

Data Which Conflict With.Furth's Interpretation--Furth (1970,

1971) reported a study by Lantz aud Lenneberg (1966) which

*Discussions with Wendy Shelton, a fellow graduate student,
brought this ooint to light. titn
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investigated memory for color and communicationzbility in deaf

and hearing ubject s (six year olds and college undergraduates).

All subjects particip4ted in a recognition tasK which involved

picking out two hues presented five seconds before from an

array of 43 hues. Additional hearing six year olds and deaf

and hearing undergraduates participated in the Communication

Accuracy test whdch illvolved dividing subjects into encoders who

named the colors and decoders who had to pick the colors on the

basis of the names given by the encoders. Inneberg had previously

found that memory for colors was significantly related to ability

to communicate or label the colors. He was therefore interested

in seeing how persons with a limited language system would do

on a task which had been shown to correlate highly with a language

variable; in addition, Lantz and Lenneberg were interested in

seeing whether the Communication Accuracy test would predict

memory performance for the deaf even if they appeared to use

language differently from the hearing subjects. Recognition

performance improved with age but Communication Accuracy did not.

Hearin& six year olds did better on the memory task than did deaf

six year olds but deaf adults did not differ significantly from

hearing adults. These results are consistent with a Furth

interpretation because Furth could say that the younger deaf

subjeCts lack general experience with the world which the deaf adl

adult has more opiportunity to acquire.

However, attempts to look at the relationships between

the tasks for the vairious groups provided some very interesting

data. The Recognition and Communication Accuracy tasks were

significantly correlated for the hearing children and for both

adult groups backing up Lenneberg's hypothesis that performance
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on the two tasks was related. Adult hearing and deaf subjects

appeared to use language differently since there was not a

significant correlation between them on the Communication. Accuracy

test; however, hearing children and adults did appear to be using

language in a similar manner. In addition, deaf children and

adults have a similar pattern of errors for recognition performance

(correlation of .73 as opposed to .4.7 for hearing children and

adults). Given this similar pattern of responding between deaf

children and adults, Lantz and Lenneberg wondered if (1) deaf

children were less language deficient than they thought or if

(2) language develops after cognitive skills have developed. The

authors stated that both interpretations would lead to a prediction

of a high correlation between recognition scores of the deaf

children and Communication Accuracy scores of the deaf adults;

since the obtained correlation was .10, the authors rejected

both proposed explanations for the similar recognition performance

of deaf children and adults given the fact that Communication

Accuracy predicts deaf adult recognition performance. Instead,

the authors indicated that since deaf adult Recognition

performance could not be totally predicted from knowledge of the

children's Recognition scores then there must be some other

Irariable affecting adult peformance which is not affecting the

children's performance; this other influence is the increased

facility which the deaf adults show in the English language which

acts as a mnemonic device.

However, this author feels that Lantz and Lenneberg took a

somewhat simplistic approach in dismissing the two interpretations

noted above, especially the view that cognitive skills develop
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prior to language skills. The increased cognitisse skills of

the deaf adults could still be accounting for the improved

performance of the adults and for the lack of a correlation

between Recognition scores of children and Communication Accuracy

scores of the adults; both Furth and Piaget claim that language

is used more at later stages of cognitive development. Furth

might be able to counter the interpretation chosen by Lantz and

Lenneberg by appealing to Piaget is (.1968) theory of memory which

predicts an improvement with time as the operations become more

complex; data exist to support such an improvement over time. A

better test of Lantz and Lenneberg s contention would be to add

a group of six year old children who had beui trained to sign

during infancy. This author wuld expect no difference between

the hearing and deaf children in this case. In additionli

if young.deaf signers were compared with deaf adults who were

being tested for Communication Accuracy both in English and

signing, thi s author would .predict a greater correlation tetween

young deaf Recognition scores and signing adult Communication

scores than was found by Lantz and Lenneberg.

Lantz and Lenneberg reported one other piece of data

which is more difficult for Furth to handle than the above

problems. The authors looked at whether deaf children did

better on the first recognition choice rather than on the second

one where the visual trace would have broken down; Lenneberg noted

that when a task is easy, visual memory can be used and the use

of a verbal label does not seem to be as crucial to task success.
Recognition accuracy between the first and second choice differed

at the ,001 level for deaf children but no significant differences

armeared for hearing children or for either adult group. Furth
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did not report this data when he reviewed the Lantz a.

Lenneberg study; the data are difficult for Furth to handle

since they provide some more support for a possible differential

effect of language. The 1.aantz and Lenneberg study was reviewed

in more detail in this paper because it is an example of the

authors' offering of one interpretation of the data ("The results

are consistent with the idea that a more adequately developed

language system than the deaf children possessed is necessary to

do well the kind of memory task used here."--p. 779) and the

reviewer not reporting the full tone of the author's interpreta-
tion ("From these data the authors concluded that color categoriza-

tion develops somewhat differently in deaf children and that the

late acquired linguistic skill facilitates recognition without
basically modifying the original patterning of colors"--Furth,

1971, p. 13). Furth did not really discuss the various inter-
pretations one could make from these data and certainly did not
interpret them in the same manner in which Lantz and Lenneberg

did. The study does not provide a crucial test by any means and

support appears to exist for both a Furth approach and a more

language oriented approach. This study points up the diffi-
culties in using the deaf as linguistic deficient subjects

and then making conclusions about the effect of language on

cognitive performance; unless sign language is considered, it is

difficult to make any conclusions about the role of language.

The data on deaf subjects' ability to transfer principles

from one situation to another do not present a neat picture.

Table IV indicates that on the majority of rule learning tasks,

deaf subjects performed as well as did hearing subjects. Furth

cited a study by Andre (1969) in wihrilch a hypothesis that mediation
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is due to language was not upheld because there was no difference

in the number of deaf and hearing children choosing a reversal

shift. A second hypothesis proposed that mediation is verbal in

hearing children and something different in deaf children.

Although Furth reported that there was no difference in the number

of reversal shift choices between hearing subjects who could

verbalize the solution and those who Could not, he did not dis-

cuss .gndre's revised definition of mediation which involved both

making a reversal s hift and the speed with which the shift was

made in the second series of problems (the optional shift).

Andre felt that if a mediator were being utilized by the subject,

it should result in faster shifting in the optional shift task.

He found that 40 of the 48 fast shifters in Series II were

reversers in Series III while only 22 of the 48 slow shifters

in Series II were reversers in Series III (represents chance

performance). In adcation, 20 out, of the 22 fast shifters in

Series II verbalized the solution correctly while only 10 out of

19 slow shifters verbalized correctly. When Andrc used a con-

junctive definition of mediation he found that 90% of the east

reversal subjects but only 40% of the slow reversal subjects

verbalized correctly. He concluded that this provided fairly

good evidence that mediation in hearing children may be verbal.

Of course, there is the problem mentioned previously of talking

about mediation on the basis of the child's production of words

without data on his comprehension of dimensional concepts per

se, but Andre's data still indicate that language may be

uvilized in the mediational processes of hearing children. How

the deaf child mediates is not answered in this study. Subjects

were 7 and 12 years of age and since there was no control for the
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signing abilities of these subjects, deaf subjects, at least

the older ones (reversal shifts increased with 'age for both

hearing and deaf subjects) may have been mediating via the

language of signs. Eleven of the 48 deaf subjects gave verbal

responses as to the solution but these were not analyzed in the

study. This study was mentioned again because there was not

clear support for tlie absence of the influence of language on a

cognitive task.
Another study by Kates (1969) and not cited by Furth

(1971) found similar conflicting results. Comparisons involved

deaf and hearing subjects matched on age, IQ, sex, and SES and

deaf and hearing subjects matched on IQ, sex, SES, and compre-

hension of written language. Kates .found that age was more

important than language comprehension in acquiring logical con-

cepts and in the ability to verbalize the concepts. However,

of the nirle deaf and hearing subjects matched for age who

attained criterion in the test phase, eight were able to

correctly verbalize the thee concepts involved in the acquisi-

tion phIse; four of the five deaf subjects reaching criterion

in the test phase could verbalize the concepd:,s. Kates suggested

that ability to verbalize the principle aided subjects by

If providing Ss with ar ordering principle or cognitive structure

which supports transfer behavior" (p. 705). He concluded that

although subjects seemed to acquire the skill or intellectual
operation before they could verbalize it, the verbalization of

the rule or concept definitely improved transfer behavior.

Again we see support for Furth's theory that language is not

necessary for cognitive functioning but also support for those

who say that language serveS some mediating function. In this

study as in most others, the possible influence of sign
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lariguage was not controlled so that is is possA 'e that the fact

that the older deaf performed better than the he, "ing controls

matched for comprehension of written English couL be attributed

to increased fluency and familiarity with American Sign Language.

Conclusions

The 'main purpose of this paper has been to valuate the

comparison of hearing and deaf subjects in studies investigating

the language-thought issue..
Data were presented on expressive and recept .ve capabilftties

of the deaf with regard to the English language. 3 was shown

that in general the speech of deaf adults in unint ligible to

untrained hearing persons and therefore is nonfunct Lonal. For

this reason, many deaf persons resort to written cc Imunication

when dealing with the hearing world. However, as IN ts shown, the

written English produced by hearing persons, especi illy with

regard to omission of essential words (e.g., verb t be, subject,

object). Therefore there is ample evidence that de L' adults

do not produce English either in terms of speech or writing

which can be considered functional in a hearing soc sty. The

same picture appeared w.ith regard to the receptive kills of
speechreading and reading. The fact that many deaf c hi ldren

are "taught" English via speechreading skills when peechreading

is extremely difficult unless the person already kn ws hinglish

and its sequential dependencies is good evidence fo . the

deficiency in English evidenced by these children a adults.
Furth used the fact that deaf adults possess an ave ge reading

level which is below fourth grade standards as evid ace for his
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view that the deaf are linguistically deficient. Xf the

criterion for linguistic deficiency involves comprhension and

production abilities in English (which assumes a knowledge of

tl,e structure of the language) then Furth has used deaf subjects

appropriately in the deficiency experiment paradigm.

However, the main point of this paper is that a broader

criterion of language proficiency must be used; i,e., the term

language must include proficiency in American Sign Language as

used by the deaf in North America as well as proficiency in

English. Sign language as analyzed linguistically by Stokoe

(1960, 1965, 1970) and McCall (1965) was discussed aad the

similarities and differences between American Sign Language and

English were presented. In terms of phonemic, syntactic, and

semantic features, sign language was seen to dffer a rich and

complex structure and on the basis of these analyes, this author

concluded that American Sign Language is a languae in the same

sense as is English. The effects of lehrning sign language at

the same time hearing children learn their language was shown to

not have a detrimental effect on later English commuaicative

skills and for the most part to effect a positive transfer to

the learning of English. Such data are important to the choice

of subjects in a deficiency paradigm since even if the strict

criterion (i.e., English) is used, deaf children exposed to early

signing will be less deficient than will be deaf children

exposed to early oral communication training. In addition, the

limited data available on the acquisition of sign language by

young deaf children was discussed in an attempt to point out

the similarities which aPpear to exist in the acquisition of both
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languages. These data were especially important in considering

the importance of word order in conveying ideas and whether the

lack of word order in sign language is a crucial deficit in deciding

if sign language is systematic or not. In American Sign Language,

other cues serve the function provided by word order in English,

context being very important. The fact that context can be used

to more fully explain the utterances of young children hndhis

supports and is supported by the similar situation in sign

language.

On the basis of the above data on sign language it was

concluded that children 1Nho learned sign language in infancy,

children who had learned sign language through informal contact

with other deaf children, and deaf a'dults who for the mo.s:t part

are fluent signers are not linguistically deficient. The question

beoomes more sticky when one oonsiders the early informal type of

sign language generated by children when they are not provided

with a model of the adult version of sign language as are hearing

children. Furth is probably using these subjects more appropri

ately in his deficiency experiment than he is using older children

and adolescents. The problem is that this early signing has not

been analyzed in the same sense as has the adult version of sign

language; i.e., Tervoort (1961, 1967) described an esoteric

form of signing in young deaf children in terms of how that

signing deviated from English and Dutch and not in terms of the

linguistic structure present in the signing itself. Linguistic

analyses such as those conducted by Stokoe need to be done with

regard to early signing patterns which develop among young deaf

children; there is.a need to see what differences exist between
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the acquisition of this informal signing and the acquisition of

sign language by young deaf infants of parents who sign.

Furth's data on comparison of hearing and deaf subjects in

various cognitive tasks were briefly summarized. These data are

very convincing evidence that the deaf do as well on many tests

of cognitive functioning as do hearing subjects. This author

feels that the basis for that similarity in performance has not

been adequately answered by Furth's use of the deaf as control

subjects in a deficiency experiment. Given that considerable

evidence was presented in this paper as to the consideration of

American Sign Language as a language and in view of the fact

that most deaf adolescents are fluent in sign language, one can

not dismiss the influence of laagua,ge when hearing and deaf sub-

jects perform in a similar manner. The basis SiBr the similarity

in performance may be because both hearing and deaf subjects are

utilizing whatever language system is available to them. Given

the data which provide problems for Furth's interpretation
(e.g., Lantz and Lenneberg, 1966) and the inappropriate use of

deaf adolescents, at least, as linguistically deficient, one must

conclude that the deficiency experiment has not provided

indisputable proof for Piaget and Furth's view on the language-

tho ught is
Several suggestions for needed research have been made in

the paper. Many of these suggestions have centered on the need

for more linguistic analyses of the signing of young deaf children.

The question of whether Tervoortts "esoteric speech" is an

adequate way of characterizing the signing of all young deaf

children can only be answered by systematically comparing the

signing of deaf children of deaf parents (assuming that signs
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were used from infancy) with the signing of deaf children who

don't have a deaf adult for a signing model but who learn signs

from their peers. In addition, the language of these two' groups

should be compared with that of hearing children of the same age

to see if deaf children's language is more concrete. The early

signing of deaf cnilciren of deaf parents mould also be compared.

with the early language of hearing children, as Bellugi is doing,

to better understand the similarities and differences between

the two languages. Bloom's contextual approach seems to offer a

better way of appreciating the structure of sign language. The

influence of signing must be teased out of the type of stu.dies

reviewed by Furth; are the age-related improvements really due to

the lately acquired ability to sign? In addition, deaf children

exposed to early manual doninunication must be compared with deaf

children exposed to early oral communication on various cognitive

tasks. A comparison of the performance. of these two deaf groups

with hearing children provides a better test of the influences

of language. Deaf children who grow up signing and deaf children

who learn signs after entering school could also be compared

with hearing children on concepts such as time which are repre-

sented differently in the 3.!inguages.
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